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Abstract

The geology of northern Hudson Bay, Canada, spans >3 Ga Earth’s history including

several Paleoproterozoic orogenies, most notably the Trans-Hudson Orogen (THO). The

THO is potentially analogous to the ongoing Himalayan orogen, but whether modern-

day-style plate tectonics was responsible is debated. Northern Canada is also an ideal lo-

cation to study the development of mantle keels: Laurentia’s keel underlies both Archean

and Proterozoic zones, bringing existing Archean keel-formation hypotheses into ques-

tion. I explore these issues via teleseismic body-wave tomography and SKS shear-wave

splitting analysis of mantle seismic structure.

During relative arrival-time analysis, when the network aperture is large ( ∼4000 km),

some raypaths retain source-side structure due to subducting oceanic crust and man-

tle lithosphere waveguides. Mitigation of this source-side influence is essential to avoid

travel-time dataset contamination. Final tomographic models reveal complicated inter-

nal structure to the Archean Churchill plate and the THO. North-central Hudson Bay

is seismically distinct from the THO, consistent with the view that one or more micro-

continents were caught between the principle colliders, complicating simple two-plate

THO models.

Network-wide shear-wave splitting delay times of δt>1 s require a mantle contribution.

However, North America has moved too slowly since 50 Ma to create an asthenospheric
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‘basal drag’ anisotropic fabric. Evidence for multi-layered fossil lithospheric anisotropy

beneath Archean zones supports episodic development hypotheses for keel formation.

Southern Baffin Island is underlain by dipping anisotropic fabrics. When reviewed in

light of co-located slow wavespeeds extending north from the Hudson Strait in tomo-

graphic models, these data support the view that Paleoproterozoic material underthrust

Baffin Island in a modern-style subduction zone setting during the THO.
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Notation, Definitions & Conventions

Symbols

Vs Shear wave velocity

Vp Compressional wave velocity

δVs Shear wave percent velocity anomaly

δVp Compresssional wave percent velocity anomaly

∆ Epicentral distance

mb Earthquake magnitude

Abbreviations

AARM Absolute Arrival-Time Recovery Method

BaS Baffin Suture

CB Cumberland Batholith

EM Electromagnetic

HuBLE Hudson Bay Lithospheric Experiment

LAB Lithosphere-Asthenosphere Boundary

LL Lynn Lake Fault

LPO Lattice Preferred Orientation

MLD Mid-Lithospheric Discontinuity

NO Rinkian-Nagssugtoqidian Orogen

NBTB Northeast Baffin Thrust Belt
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SI Southampton Island

SRS Soper River Suture

STZ Snowbird Tectonic Zone

THO Trans-Hudson Orogen

UHP Ultra-high Pressure
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1. Introduction

1.1. Overview

The theory of uniformitarianism, first expressed by Hutton (1785), asserts that the ac-

tive tectonic processes we observe today have acted throughout the development of the

entire geological record: the present is the key to the past. This theory works well for

Phanerozoic rocks (<550 Ma) but cannot be extended indefinitely backward in time

into the Precambrian (>550 Ma). Earth conditions three billion years ago when the

first continents, called cratons, formed were likely very different than what we observe

today (e.g., Hawkesworth et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2011), so questions remain about their

development. Key to improving our understanding of the early Earth is an improved

knowledge of the remnants of plates created during those eras (Figure 1.1).

Laurentia, the stable core of the North American continent, comprises several Archean

(> 2.5 Ga) cratonic blocks originally amalgameted in the Paleoproterozoic (> 1.8 Ga)

(Hoffman, 1988). The geology of the Canadian Shield around northern Hudson Bay,

Canada, exposes several of these major domains and collision zones (Figure 1.2 Hoff-

man, 1988). The region contains the remnants of a ∼1.8 Ga continental collision zone,

putatively of Himalayan scale (e.g., Corrigan et al., 2009; St-Onge et al., 2006), called

the Trans-Hudson Orogen (e.g., Hoffman, 1988). Northeastern Canada is also underlain

by a thick (> 250 km), fast wavespeed lithospheric root, sometimes called a ‘keel’ (re-

gion indicated by the red box in Figure 1.1; e.g., Mégnin and Romanowicz , 2000; Porritt
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Chapter 1. Introduction

et al., 2015; Ritsema et al., 2011; Schaeffer and Lebedev , 2013).

Figure 1.1. Global distribution of 2.0 Ga and older lithospheric regions. Lithospheric
Age estimated based on shear wave velocity in the crust and mantle by Poupinet and
Shapiro (2009). Red box indicates central Laurentia, the region studied in this thesis.

Modern-style plate tectonics would have imparted measurable, plate-scale, seismically-

anisotropic fossil fabrics on the lithosphere; it would also be expected to have resulted in

the development of wavespeed anomalies due to heterogeneous plate composition. For

example, marked seismic wavespeed differences correlated with lithospheric age were

observed in the Superior province by Boyce et al. (2016). Paleoproterozoic plate-scale

underthrusting of the Superior lithosphere beneath the Churchill plate could be expected

to create dipping anisotropic fabrics, and multiple layers of anisotropy might indicate

keel stratification.

The deployment of multiple broadband seismograph networks over the past fifteen

years across cratonic northern Canada (e.g., Bastow et al., 2011, 2013; Eaton et al.,

2005) has provided fresh scope to study the deep lithospheric seismic structure of the
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region. Much of our recent knowledge of the lithospheric mantle in central Laurentia

comes from surface wave studies (e.g., Darbyshire et al., 2013), which have poor lateral

resolution. This means that they are less able to resolve lateral lithospheric boundaries

than methods like body-wave tomography. Converted wave phases point to a layered

structure throughout North America (e.g., Yuan and Romanowicz , 2010), but details of

distinctions of lithospheric layering between Archean and Proterozoic domains remains

unclear. Shear wave splitting studies can now build upon previous results (e.g., Bastow

et al., 2011; Snyder et al., 2013) by making use of greater volumes of data and filling in

backazimuthal gaps, thus yielding the opportunity to study complex patterns that can

be modelled by dipping or layered anisotropy.

Here I present the first P and S-wave tomographic study of the northern Hudson Bay

upper mantle, and a new comprehensive shear wave splitting study of upper mantle

anisotropy. The new tomographic images map mantle seismic velocity structure and

therefore compositional differences at depth with high lateral resolution. Anisotropic

analysis via shear wave splitting can give information about lithospheric fabrics, some

of which remain from the convergent tectonics that assembled the region. Interpreted

together, the results of both methods lead to new insights concerning the formation and

evolution of this Precambrian time capsule.

1.2. Data and Methodology

1.2.1. Seismograph Network

The seismograph network used in this study comprises 64 broadband instruments dis-

tributed around Hudson Bay and the islands to the north (those lying in the main

study region appear in Figure 1.2). The Hudson Bay Lithospheric Experiment (HuBLE;
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.2. Geological map of Hudson Bay and surrounding areas with Archean ma-
terial in shades of grey with later eras in colour. Boundaries modified from (Corrigan
et al., 2009). Triangles indicate receiver locations. The inset global map shows the lo-
cation of the receiver network, the red dots are earthquakes used in this study. Yellow
dashed line is the approximate extent of the Sugluk block as defined by (Berman et al.,
2013). BaS, Baffin Suture; CB, Cumberland Batholith; CI, Charles Island; HP, Hall
Peninsula; LL , Lynn Lake Fault; MI, Meta-Incognita; MP, Melville Peninsula; NBTB,
Northeast Baffin Thrust Belt; Nagssugtoqidian orogen; SI, Southampton Island; STZ,
Snowbird Tectonic Zone; SRS, Soper River Suture; THO, Trans-Hudson Orogen).
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e.g., Bastow et al., 2011) stations in the Hudson Strait and on Baffin Island operated

from 2007 to 2011. The Portable Observatories for Lithospheric Analysis and Research

Investigating Seismicity (POLARIS; Eaton et al., 2005) network began deployment in

2004 in western Hudson Bay and northern Quebec. Stations FCC and FRB from the

Canadian National Seismograph Network have been active since 1994. More detailed

information regarding the seismograph network and its instruments follows in Chapter 2

and Appendix A. All earthquakes of mb ≥ 5.5 recorded at these stations from teleseismic

distances were selected for analysis; the minimum magnitude ensures a high signal-to-

noise ratio in the dataset. Information about source-receiver distance requirements and

shadow zones is found in section 1.2.3 and Figure 1.3.

1.2.2. Seismic Signals

The energy from earthquakes emanates in a variety of ways in all directions from the

source to the recording receiver. Energy that travels around the surface of the Earth are

termed ‘surface waves’, while energy that penetrates the Earth’s deep interior does so

as ‘body waves’. Body waves are further distinguished based on the path they take and

their style of particle motion (Figure 1.3). P-waves transmit energy as compressional

particle motion, while S-waves cause shearing particle motion. In this study I make use

of several high frequency (generally 0.04-4 Hz) body wave phases to analyse the upper

mantle structure beneath my study are. Figure 1.3c shows an example seismogram with

the arrival of the direct P, S, and SKS phases highlighted.

1.2.3. Body Wave Tomography

Travel times for body waves emanating from distant earthquakes can be predicted us-

ing simple 1-D velocity models (I use ak135 of Kennett et al. (1995) exclusively in this

study). The waves will arrive at each receiver slightly early or late compared to the 1-D
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.3. (a,b) Globe cross-sections with raypath examples for potential body wave
phases used in this study. P waves have a shadow zone from 103◦ to 142◦, and S-
waves from 103◦ onwards. SKS phases ∆ ≤88◦ are not used in this study because of
contamination from similar timed phases. Dashed lines indicates the mantle transition
zone and the D” layer. IC; Inner Core, OC; outer core. (c) Seismogram showing relative
timing of P, S, and SKS phases. Recording from station CTSN in 2009.

model’s prediction; the difference is called a travel time residual. By recording many

of these travel time residuals at a network of stations, a model can be constructed that

reflects the upper mantle seismic structure beneath the network. In relative arrival time

tomography, the mean residual is removed from all those recorded for a given earthquake

(Equation 1.1).
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TRESi = ti − tmean (1.1)

Because the raypaths for a given earthquake differ only in the mantle immediately

below the seismograph network, this procedure, in theory, removes any source timing

or location errors from affecting the models, but means that velocity anomalies are rel-

ative to the unknown regional mean (which may be globally fast or slow). Therefore,

differences between arriving phases are theoretically attributable only to local variations

in structure as any source-side structural effects are removed by removing the mean.

A minimum source-receiver epicentral distance of ∆ ≥ 30◦ is enforced to ensure a sub-

vertical incidence angle and to avoid triplications associated with the mantle transition

zone. During the tomographic analysis in Chapter 4, I take particular care to assess the

validity of the relative arrival-time method for such a large network by testing whether

and to what degree the effect of source-side structure is calculation of my relative arrival

time residuals.

1.2.4. Shear Wave Splitting

Olivine, the most common mineral in Earth’s upper mantle, is intrinsically anisotropic

(Figure 1.4a). Tectonic and geodynamic processes promote mineral alignment such that

the mantle assumes a bulk anisotropic character of the constituent minerals (e.g., Karato,

1998). Crystallographic preferred orientation (CPO) may develop in the mantle olivine in

response to strain, with its a-axis aligned parallel to the direction of flow (e.g. Bystricky

et al., 2000; Tommasi et al., 2000; Zhang and Karato, 1995), assuming steady-state,

one dimensional shear flow (Kaminski and Ribe, 2002). These deformation fabrics may

become frozen into the lithosphere, thus becoming a fossil of the strain from which it

developed (e.g., Silver , 1996). Seismic anisotropic fabrics can therefore be related to

pre-existing ‘fossil’ anisotropy in the lithosphere (e.g. Silver and Chan, 1991; Vauchez
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and Nicolas, 1991), as well as mantle convection patterns (e.g, Vinnik et al., 1989), ab-

solute plate motion directions (e.g, Debayle and Ricard , 2013), aligned melt/fluid (e.g.,

Blackman and Kendall , 1997), or any combination thereof.

Figure 1.4. (a) Olivine crystal with typical P-waves velocities for the three major axes
in km/s showing its anisotropic nature. Modified from Babuska and Cara (1991). (b)
Schematic example of a radially polarised shear wave before and after travelling through
a seismically anisotropic medium. The initial wave splits into two orthogonal waves
aligned with the fast and slow axes of the anisotropic material. Fast axis orientation ϕ
and delay time δt between the fast and slow components are also indicated (Helffrich
et al., 2013).

Shear wave seismograms are often viewed in two component orthogonal components:

the radial and tangential. The radial component seismogram contains particle motions

polarised along the great circle arc between the receiver and the earthquake (Figure

1.3); the tangential component seismogram contains particle motions orthogonal to this

(Figure 1.4). In an isotropic Earth, P-to-S conversions from the core-mantle boundary

(e.g., SKS, SKKS, PKS, hereafter referred to as SKS) should be visible only on the

radial component seismogram. However, when a shear wave encounters an anisotropic

medium with a fast direction unaligned to its plane of polarisation, it will split into

two shear waves, orthogonally polarised, one travelling faster than the other (e.g., Silver
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and Chan, 1991). One way of measuring crust and mantle anisotropy is to measure

the polarisation direction (ϕ) of the fast shear wave, and the delay time (δt) between

the fast and the slow wave (Figure 1.4b). SKS phases travel as compressional waves in

Earth’s liquid outer core, and are then converted into an shear waves upon exiting at

the core-mantle boundary (Figure 1.3). The converted shear wave is fully polarised in

the radial plane upon exiting the core-mantle boundary, thus guaranteeing the recorded

SKS phase contains no record of source-side anisotropy (e.g. Long and Silver , 2009;

Savage, 1999; Silver and Chan, 1991). This, combined with the fact that the lower

mantle is generally considered only weakly anisotropic (e.g. Panning and Romanowicz ,

2006) makes SKS phases ideally-suited for upper-mantle shear-wave splitting studies.

This dataset comprises stations with recording times between 4 and 23 years, so there

is an opportunity to resolve complex dipping or multi-layer anisotropic patterns, which

manifest as backazimuthal splitting parameter variations (Figure 1.5). Flat single layers

do not change splitting parameters regardless of backazimuthal direction, but a dipping

layer will have a 360◦ periodicity. A 2-layer system will show 90◦ periodicity with sharp

jumps in fast direction. These sharp jumps are diagnostic of any multiple layer system,

so it is instructive to use the 2-layer case as the baseline to compare to.

Figure 1.5. Example of anisotropic fast direction (ϕ) patterns for three basic classes
of anisotropy. ∆ϕ indicates difference in fast direction between layers.
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1.3. Geological Setting

1.3.1. Precambrian Plate Tectonics and the Development of Cratons

The lithospheric mantle in Archean zones consists of highly chemically depleted, low

temperature, peridotite which creates low density, high seismic velocity, cores called

cratons (e.g., Boyd , 1989; Griffin et al., 2009; Pearson et al., 1997). They are melt-

depleted and refractory in composition relative to younger terranes (e.g., Durrheim and

Mooney , 1994) and are typically underlain by unusually thick (∼250 km), seismically

fast, lithospheric mantle roots called ‘keels’ (e.g., Artemieva and Mooney , 2001; Net-

tles and Dziewonski , 2008; Ritsema et al., 2011; Schaeffer and Lebedev , 2013). Keels

are chemically buoyant relative to their surroundings and are thus able to maintain a

low geotherm, resulting in ancient, cold, rheologically strong, and thick cores to conti-

nents (e.g. Griffin et al., 2003; Jordan, 1978; Lee et al., 2011; Snyder et al., 2017). The

characteristic low temperature and chemical depletion of cratonic mantle is thought to

contribute to its exceptional longevity (e.g., Goes and van der Lee, 2002; Lenardic and

Moresi , 1999).

Seismic anisotropy studies have suggested cratons may have grown episodically, with

the upper ∼150 km lying atop a thermal boundary layer that makes up the remain-

ing ∼100 km of the lithosphere (Figure 1.6; e.g., Yuan and Romanowicz , 2010; Yuan

et al., 2011). A variety of formation mechanisms for the original upper layer of cra-

tons have been proposed, including both vertically dominated (e.g., Arndt et al., 2009;

Hawkesworth et al., 2010) and laterally dominated processes (e.g., Miller and Eaton,

2010), the latter evocative of modern plate tectonics. Johnson et al. (2017) showed

that the arc-like signature of exposed cratonic rocks can be explained by several steps

of partial melting within a much hotter Archean mantle and need not necessarily evoke

subduction, thus lending support to vertically-dominated plume mechanisms (e.g., Arndt
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et al., 2009; Hawkesworth et al., 2010). Hu et al. (2018) suggests that the lower thermally

accreted cratonic boundary layer is weaker than the upper layer, and more volatile-rich,

acting as the surface upon which delamination would potentially occur. The cratons of

northern Hudson Bay have low topography and negative gravity anomalies, indicating

that their boundary layers have remained undeformed since at least the Mesozoic and

probably have not been significantly modified by mantle plumes or recent subduction

(Hu et al., 2018).

Figure 1.6. Proposed model of cratonic makeup from Yuan and Romanowicz (2010).
In this model, the chemically depleted craton lies above a thermally accreted boundary
layer that makes up the root or keel, the bottom of which defines the LAB. The mid-
lithospheric discontinuity in the Archean lithosphere is distinguished by a change in
anisotropy.

Estimates for the onset of modern-style plate tectonics vary from the early Archean to

the late Proterozoic (Figure 1.7A; e.g., Hawkesworth et al., 2017; Hopkins et al., 2008;

Stern, 2005). The early Earth was hotter and more ductile, which would have hindered

modern-style plate tectonics (e.g., Stevenson, 2003), but the apparent stabilisation of

continental lithosphere and crust ∼3 Ga, as well as the discovery of subduction-related
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eclogites of a similar age may point to an Archean emergence of plate tectonics (e.g.,

Tappe et al., 2000). Further, there may have been multiple ‘styles’ of plate tectonics that

changed gradually from the Archean to today (e.g., Figure 1.7 B Hawkesworth et al.,

2016, 2017). In this model, early ‘hot’ subduction began ∼3 Ga and was characterised

by elevated temperatures that allowed only shallow slab break-off - this was eventually

replaced by modern ‘cold’ subduction ∼0.75 Ga, which allowed deeper penetration of

continental crust during subduction and thus the creation of ultrahigh-pressure meta-

morphic assemblages (Brown, 2006; Sizova et al., 2014). Mantle temperature would have

been the primary factor in changing tectonic development, with different terranes ex-

hibiting different magmatic styles simultaneously (Hawkesworth et al., 2017). Between

these subduction regimes is a so-called ‘middle-age’ (Cawood and Hawkesworth, 2014)

of Earth’s tectonic history. It is marked, in part, by a lack of preserved passive margins

over a period of time spanning several hundred million to one billion years (e.g., Figure

1.7 Holland , 2006; Silver and Behn, 2008). In this model mantle temperature is the

primary feature controlling subduction style (Brown, 2006; Hawkesworth et al., 2016).

This narrative is challenged by Partin et al. (2014), who claim isotope dating evi-

dence from cratons worldwide show no break in active plate tectonics since 2.45 Ga.

The model of various subduction styles is also debated. Weller and St-Onge (2017)

recently reported UHP eclogites in the Paleoproterozoic THO, one billion years before

cold-subduction was putatively able to create them. This is supported by indications of

UHP metamorphism from Greenland (Glassley et al., 2014) and the Kola Peninsula in

Russia (Morgunova and Perchuk , 2012), as well. This evidence indicates that conver-

gence rate and lithospheric age may be more important effects than mantle temperature

in determining subduction style. Even including the new UHP discoveries, there remains

an unexplained ∼1 billion year gap in UHP eclogite ages.
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Figure 1.7. (A) Time estimates of when plate tectonics began on Earth, Modified from
Bastow et al. (2011). (B) Continental crust volume growth curve and estimated Rb/Sr,
related to SiO2% and crustal thickness, for juvenile continental crust through time. Blue
squares indicate the age of UHP metamorphic rocks, which define the cold-subduction
regime. The UHP observation from the THO by Weller and St-Onge (2017) is included
in this plot and challenges this definition. Figure modified from Hawkesworth et al.
(2017).

Geological and geophysical consensus is emerging that the Paleoproterozoic THO de-

veloped from modern-style plate tectonic processes (e.g., Bastow et al., 2011; St-Onge

et al., 2006; Thompson et al., 2010; Weller and St-Onge, 2017). Multiple theories exist

regarding the details of this collision, however (Figure 1.8). These range from a relatively

simple two-plate orogeny, similar to the modern day India-Asia collision (e.g., St-Onge

et al., 2006, 2009), to more complex models including island arc and proto-continent

accretion (e.g., Berman et al., 2005; Corrigan et al., 2009; Liddell et al., 2017). Different

THO assembly styles may change the way in which geophysical observations are inter-

preted, since plate tectonic processes are capable of creating large lateral offsets between

the observed surface geology of the crust and mantle lithosphere (e.g., Boyce et al., 2016;
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Eaton and Frederiksen, 2007; Rondenay et al., 2000).

Figure 1.8. (Left) representation of the early development of the THO showing a
complex assortment of proto-continents, modified from Corrigan et al. (2009). (Right)
comparison of the THO model and the modern India-Asia collision two-plate collision,
modified from St-Onge et al. (2006).

1.3.2. The Constituent Cratons of Northern Hudson Bay

The northern Hudson Bay region contains large portions of three Archean provinces

(Rae, Hearne, Superior: Figure 1.2) that comprise much of the Canadian Shield (Hoff-

man, 1988). The Rae craton is host to mafic komatiitic greenstone belts that are intruded

by ∼2.6 Ga plutons across the central mainland to Melville Peninsula (Berman et al.,

2013; Davis et al., 2006; Wodicka et al., 2011). Geochronological constraints suggest the

northern portion of the Rae craton, which comprises Melville Peninsula and northern

Baffin Island, accreted to the mainland central block ∼2.8 Ga (Berman et al., 2013;

Snyder et al., 2013). Accretion along the southern margin of the Rae continued ∼2.65

Ga (Cb in Figure 1.9; Berman et al., 2007) and was followed by the intrusion of granitic
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plutons. The central Rae craton includes several distinct blocks, suggesting it may have

a complex internal tectonic history (e.g., Skulski et al., 2003).

The Hearne craton was then added to the southern margin of the Rae along the Snow-

bird Tectonic Zone (STZ). Together they comprise the bulk of the so-called Churchill

plate. The two domains can be distinguished geologically by a lack of post 2.66 Ga

magmatism in the Hearne (e.g. Berman et al., 2013; Davis et al., 2004; Hinchey et al.,

2011). In my study region the STZ is exposed on the western coast of Hudson Bay,

and potentially extends across Hudson Bay towards Southampton Island (Bastow et al.,

2011; Spratt et al., 2012b). It is characterised geologically by high pressure metamorphic

belts and 1.9 Ga mafic magmatism caused by significant asthenospheric upwelling (e.g.,

Berman et al., 2007; Flowers et al., 2006). Several potential explanations for the STZ

have been proposed. Berman et al. (2007) suggested that the STZ was a 1.9 Ga Pale-

oproterozoic continental collision zone (Berman et al., 2007), just preceding the THO.

Another theory is that the STZ is a pre-existing Neoarchean suture or rift that was

subject to deformation during the final assembly of Laurentia around 1.9 Ga (Flowers

et al., 2006; Jones et al., 2002).

The Superior craton is exposed at the surface throughout most of eastern Canada,

lying to the south and east of the Rae/Hearne amalgam. It is understood to have

formed between 3.0 and 2.6 Ga from amalgamation of smaller continental and oceanic

lithospheric fragments (e.g., Hoffman, 1988; Thurston and Chivers, 1990). The station

coverage in this study (Figure 1.2) does not allow detailed examination of the Superior

craton outside of the northernmost margins where it was directly affected by the THO.

Most relevant to the wider study region is the Narsajuaq terrane on the northern tip

of the Superior province (Figure 1.2), thought to be a Paleoproterozoic magmatic arc

complex that was constructed upon previously rifted Archean crust as part of the wider
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THO (Dunphy and Ludden, 1998; St-Onge et al., 2006).

1.3.3. North-Central Hudson Bay and Baffin Island

The regions around Southampton Island, located at the northern end of Hudson Bay,

likely include several smaller micro-continents that were caught between the principal

blocks during ocean closure (e.g., Corrigan et al., 2009). Southampton Island is divided

geologically into a western Phanerozoic limestone region and an eastern portion of Pre-

cambrian gneiss (Figure 1.2; e.g., Rayner et al., 2011). It has been tentatively linked

to the Rae based on the presence of similarly aged plutonic rocks (Rayner et al., 2013)

and similar seismic velocity structure (Thompson et al., 2011). However, its lithospheric

expression remains undetermined (Figure 1.9; Berman et al., 2013).

Figure 1.9. Crustal and lithospheric blocks surrounding Southampton Island, located
in central Hudson Bay. Dashed line in ‘a)’ indicates the trace of the cross-section in ‘b)’.
Cb, Chesterfield Block; MISH, Meta-Incognita-Sugluk-Hall-Peninsula; SI, Southampton
Island. Modified from Corrigan et al. (2009).

Northern Baffin Island includes the western extension of Greenland’s Paleoprotero-

zoic Rinkian fold belt along the SE-NW oriented Northeast Baffin Thrust Belt (NBTB;

Figure 1.2), which exerted southwesterly pressure and strikes roughly perpendicular
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to the structural deformation patterns to the south, overprinting several Archean and

Paleoproterozoic provinces (Jackson and Berman, 2000). This generally north-south

striking fold belt has been linked to the east-west oriented plate-scale Nagssugtoqidian

Orogen (NO) of southern Greenland (e.g., Connelly et al., 2006). The combined Rinkian-

Nagssugtoqidian orogen was similarly asymmetric, and potentially similar in scale, to

the THO to the south.

Southern Baffin Island has been postulated to be an amalgamation of micro-continents,

including the Meta-Incognita (MI) block, the Sugluk block, and the Hall Peninsula block,

together dubbed the ‘MISH’ block (Snyder et al., 2013). The precise lithospheric bound-

aries of the MISH block are unknown, but it is thought to extend west beneath the

Hudson Strait potentially to Southampton Island (Berman et al., 2013). The Baffin Su-

ture (St-Onge et al., 2006) marks the boundary between the southeast Rae craton and

the Meta-Incognita microcontinent that makes up much of southern Baffin Island. The

northward trending features and relatively shallow burial depth of the region indicate

that Meta-Incognita would have been the upper plate in the Rae-MI collision (Corrigan

et al., 2009).

The Cumberland Batholith (indicated in Figure 1.2) is a 1.865 Ga plutonic batholith

(St-Onge et al., 2006) that makes up the central portion of southern Baffin Island (Hoff-

man, 1988;Whalen et al., 2010). It is possibly the result of Andean style magmatism, de-

veloping alongside potential subduction beneath the Churchill (defined as Rae + Hearne,

see legend of Figure 1.2; St-Onge et al., 2006, 2009). Another suggestion is that the

Cumberland Batholith is a continental arc that subducted beneath the Meta-Incognita

just before the Sugluk accreted to the southern margin of the Churchill (Corrigan et al.,

2009). The Cumberland Batholith may also have formed by deep crustal melting caused

by delamination or breakoff of underthrust lithosphere (Thrane et al., 2005; Whalen
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et al., 2010). However, the delamination model does not easily explain why lithospheric

thickness estimates beneath southern Baffin Island typically exceed 200 km (Darbyshire

et al., 2013; Porritt et al., 2015).

1.3.4. Summary of Tectonic Assembly

A outline of the Paleoproterozoic assembly history of the region follows in Figure 1.10.

The THO was the largest orogen that contributed to the creation of the Paleoprotero-

zoic supercontinent Columbia, which assembled between 2.1 and 1.8 Ga (e.g., Rogers

and Santosh, 2002; Zhao et al., 2002). It is broadly understood to have formed by

the closure of the Manikewan Ocean (e.g., Hoffman, 1988; St-Onge et al., 2006, 2009).

Collision of the Archean domains proceeded with the Superior acting as a double in-

denter into the Churchill between 1.83 and 1.80 Ga (Darbyshire and Eaton, 2010; Gibb,

1983). This was synchronous with significant tectonothermal reworking, the majority

of which occurred on the weaker, hotter, Churchill plate (St-Onge et al., 2006). The

THO stretches >4600 km from central North America to Greenland and is on average

∼500 km wide (St-Onge et al., 2006), although widths of 700 km have been suggested

in northern Hudson Bay and Baffin Island (Gilligan et al., 2016). Its margins can be

tracked beneath Phanerozoic cover by their high aeromagnetic signature due to the pres-

ence of magnetite, typical of oceanic basin closure collisions (e.g. Liddell et al., 2016;

Ross, 2002; Theriault , 1992). The THO developed through a series of smaller orogenies

and accretions of micro-continents and island arcs.
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Figure 1.10. Summary of the major Paleoproterozoic assembly events and approximate
timings. Cartoons partially adapted from Corrigan et al. (2009).
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1.4. Previous Geophysical Studies

1.4.1. Global and Continental-Scale Studies

Seismic velocity structure of the upper few hundred kilometres of the Canadian shield

was first constrained by Brune and Dorman (1963) with surface wave dispersion mea-

surements. They found that it appeared seismically fast compared to other continental

regions. Global and continental-scale studies using both body and surface waves have

consistently viewed the Canadian shield as a homogeneous fast wavespeed block to ∼250

km depth (e.g., Lebedev and Van Der Hilst , 2008; Li et al., 2008; Panning and Romanow-

icz , 2006; Ritsema et al., 2011; Shapiro and Ritzwoller , 2002). Goes and van der Lee

(2002) related continent-scale P and S wave velocity models to mantle temperature,

finding that cratonic eastern North America is ∼ 500◦C cooler than the rest of the

continent, with a thermal LAB at 200-250 km depth. Continent-wide receiver function

results (e.g., Abt et al., 2010), and long-period waveform inversion (e.g., Yuan and Ro-

manowicz , 2010; Yuan et al., 2011) have contributed to a picture of a continent-scale

two-layer lithosphere. There is evidence that lithospheric layering in these Archean re-

gions can be distinguished by a vertical change in seismic anisotropy (e.g., Darbyshire

et al., 2013; Yuan and Levin, 2014; Yuan and Romanowicz , 2010). In addition, a series

of dipping discontinuities were modelled with receiver functions in the cratonic North

America by Snyder et al. (2017). Their interpretation of these features were formed via

lateral accretion and wedging of original fractionally-differentiated proto-continents, one

of the models of cratonic development explained by Lee et al. (2011). The lack of detail

in large-scale models concerning the northern Hudson Bay region has partially been due

to the lack of seismograph receivers, thus limiting potential resolution.
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1.4.2. Regional Studies of Northern Hudson Bay

The UK Hudson Bay Lithospheric Experiment (HuBLE; e.g., Bastow et al., 2015) in-

stalled seismometers on the northern islands of the Hudson Strait and Baffin Island,

complementing the existing POLARIS network (Eaton et al., 2005), and increasing the

resolution in the northern part of the Bay dramatically. These, in combination with

other seismograph networks, have been used to provide improved insight into the crustal

wavespeed (e.g., Gilligan et al., 2016; Pawlak et al., 2011, 2012; Thompson et al., 2010,

2015), mantle wavespeed (e.g., Darbyshire et al., 2013), and mantle anisotropic structure

(e.g., Bastow et al., 2011; Snyder et al., 2013).

Based on two-station path-averaged Rayleigh wave dispersion analysis, Darbyshire

and Eaton (2010) first found no seismic wavespeed distinction between the Archean

and less-depleted Proterozoic mantle. However, anisotropic surface wave tomographic

models from Darbyshire et al. (2013) refined this picture, resolving slower Proterozoic

material associated with the THO between the faster Archean Superior and Churchill

cratons; they also estimated an average Lithosphere-Asthenosphere Boundary (LAB)

depth of ∼250 km beneath the Bay and surrounding areas using a δVS = 1.7% velocity

contour as a LAB proxy (Figure 1.11).

Receiver function studies within the northern Hudson Bay region imaged sharp mid-

lithospheric discontinuities (e.g., Rychert and Shearer , 2009), an exceptionally thick

lithosphere (∼350 km) and widespread mid-lithospheric discontinuities (e.g., Porritt

et al., 2015). SKS splitting results by Bastow et al. (2011) showed that anisotropic

fast directions were, to first order, controlled by the THO. Phase velocity anisotropy

maps by Darbyshire et al. (2013) found similar patterns. A larger scale SKS splitting

study by Snyder et al. (2013) observed anisotropic patterns indicative of an upper layer

dominated by frozen-in THO fabrics overlying a lower layer dominated by asthenospheric
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Figure 1.11. Isotropic shear wave velocity cross-sections across central Hudson Bay,
modified from Darbyshire et al. (2013). Velocity is shown as percent difference from the
1-D iasp91 model (Kennett and Engdahl , 1991). Estimated lithosphere-asthenosphere
boundary is indicated by the dashed line.

flow.

Detailed lithospheric structure has been examined by a number of electromagnetic

studies that focus on the upper mantle structure for specific regions (Figure 1.12).

Electrical resistivity and geoelectrical strike are useful parameters to map lithospheric
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boundaries at depth and can be compared to results from other methods, like seismic

velocity and anisotropic fast direction. Magnetotelluric modelling of a profile crossing

the STZ by Jones et al. (2002) found significant southward displacement of the electrical

conductivity signal associated with the mantle STZ compared to its surface geological

expression, leading the authors to suggest a new trace for the feature. On central Baffin

Island, Evans et al. (2005) interpreted a north-south decrease in resistivity to indicate

that Archean Rae mantle had subducted beneath Proterozoic mantle. The Phanero-

zoic/Precambrian boundary exposed on Southampton Island was found to be a likely

terrane boundary extending into the lithosphere as mapped with electrical resistivity by

Spratt et al. (2012a). On the Rae mainland and Melville Peninsula geoelectric strike

angles at mantle depths matched to first order the surface geological expression, and

several conductive anomalies extending from the surface through the crust indicating

widespread faulting (Figure 1.2; Spratt et al., 2012b, 2013). An deep crustal conduc-

tive layer beneath the central Rae craton was shown to be associated with crustal block

boundaries likely due to buried metasedimentary rocks (Spratt et al., 2014). Conductiv-

ity anomalies in the upper mantle were interpreted to be due to areas affected by metaso-

matism or previous mantle melt from granite plutonism (Figure 1.2; Spratt et al., 2014).

Thompson et al. (2010) studied crustal structure with P receiver functions from sta-

tions around Hudson Bay. They found Moho depth estimates between 34 and 43 km,

as well as age-dependent Vp/Vs ratios, which they interpreted as reflecting the change

from vertical to horizontal plate tectonics. Radial and tangential receiver function re-

sults from Snyder et al. (2013) largely agreed in terms of crustal thickness and velocity.

Gilligan et al. (2016) jointly inverted receiver functions from stations in the HuBLE

and POLARIS networks with surface wave data to produce a crust and upper mantle

velocity model for the entire Hudson Bay region. They found significantly thickened

crust beneath southern Baffin Island with velocity structure similar to the lowest 30 km
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Figure 1.12. Location of various magnetotelluric surveys throughout the northern Hud-
son Bay region and referenced in this study. MP, Melville Peninsula; SI, Southampton
Island.

of the Himalayan crust, pointing potentially to a similar assembly style (Figure 1.13).

These results significantly improve upon 1-D global crustal velocity models and can be

used to improve further seismic modelling in the region.

1.5. Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 explains the Hudson Bay seismograph network in detail, including deploy-

ments, instrument types and responses, and data pre-processing. Data selection and

quality control measures are explained as is the method of adaptive stacking of Rawlin-
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Figure 1.13. Shear wave velocity and receiver function joint-inversion cross section from
62◦N, 83◦W to 67◦N, 65◦W showing thickening crust beneath Baffin Island. Triangles
show station locations and gray regions show gaps in station coverage. Modified from
Gilligan et al. (2016).

son and Kennett (2004), which is used to calculate travel-time residuals for further use

in tomographic inversion.

Chapter 3 examines in detail observations of source-side contamination within the rel-

ative arrival time residuals produced in Chapter 2. By removing the mean from the

travel time residuals for a given earthquake, source-side timing errors and structure

contributions are in theory eliminated from the dataset. This chapter shows that for

certain network configurations and source locations, this is not the case. Consequences

and possible mitigation strategies are given. The contents of this chapter are adapted

from an article published in the Journal of Geophysical Research, Solid Earth (Liddell

et al., 2018).

Chapter 4 introduces the FMTOMO method of relative arrival time tomography of

Rawlinson and Urvoy (2006). Development of the model space, crustal corrections, and
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resolution testing are presented. Finally, the source-side effects of Chapter 3 are tracked

into the model space to determine if the inversion code is creating spurious structure

to explain the invalid residuals. The contents of this chapter are adapted from an ar-

ticle published in the Journal of Geophysical Research, Solid Earth (Liddell et al., 2018).

Chapter 5 presents the final tomographic inversions for both P and S wave seismic

velocity models and explores possible interpretations. Implications of varying network

aperture are examined. The contents of this chapter are adapted from an article pub-

lished in the Journal of Geophysical Research, Solid Earth (Liddell et al., 2018).

Chapter 6 introduces the shear wave splitting analysis methodology of Silver and Chan

(1991) and Teanby et al. (2004). The anisotropic structure of the region is analysed and

interpreted. Forward modelling of characteristic splitting parameter patterns is used

to interpret dipping and multi-layer anisotropy. At the end of the chapter I zoom out

to a global perspective and draw comparisons between global SKS splitting delay time

and lithospheric age estimates. The contents of this chapter are adapted from an article

published in Earth and Planetary Science Letters (Liddell et al., 2017).

Chapter 7 discusses the body wave tomography and SKS splitting results concurrently.

A more well-rounded interpretation of the assembly of the region is possible by showing

where and explaining why the two methodologies differ or agree. Future directions of

study following this thesis are also discussed.
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2. Seismograph Networks & Teleseismic

Datasets

2.1. Northern Hudson Bay Network

The seismograph network used in this study constitutes 64 stations from several deploy-

ments across Hudson Bay and surrounding regions spanning ∼40◦ of longitude, and 30◦

of latitude from northern Ontario to Nunavut (Figure 2.1). The stations are most closely

spaced in the Hudson Strait and western Rae craton region, with a minimum spacing of

∼100 km. These include the Hudson Bay Lithopheric Experiement (e.g, Bastow et al.,

2015), the Portable Observatories for Lithospheric Analysis and Research Investigat-

ing Seismicity (POLARIS; e.g., Eaton et al., 2005), the Québec-Labrador Lithospheric

Experiment (QUiLLE) network from the Université du Québec à Montréal, and sev-

eral permanent Canadian National Seismograph Network stations. Station CHIN in the

Hudson Strait (Figure 2.1) had GPS locking problems, rendering timing unreliable at

this station. It was still possible to make use of CHIN for anisotropic analysis, however

(Chapter 6.2).

Figure 2.2 gives a visual representation of the response band for each instrument used

in this study. Most receivers were broadband instruments equipped with either a Güralp

CMG-3ESP, CMG-3T or Nanometrics Trillium 120 seismometer. Stations PINU, EUNU

(both CMG-3T30s) and JOSN (CMG-40T) had shorter instrument response bands, peak-
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Figure 2.1. Map of stations that make up the Hudson Bay network. Stations SNKN,
SAKN, and SNQN; as well as MRYN and MARN; are co-located stations active at
different times.

ing between 30-40s. Permanent station FCC is a hybrid CMG-3T/5T station, and per-

manent station FRB has been a CMG-3T since 2006, before which it was a Streckeisen

STS-1 installation. Station TULEG on the west coast of Greenland is a Streckeisen

STS-2. Stations LG4Q and KUQ are short period Geotech S-13 short-period instru-
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ments with only a vertical component and therefore were only used for P-wave analysis.

See Appendix A for a complete list of stations and instrument details.

Figure 2.2. Periods of flat instrument responses for each of the stations that make up
the northern Hudson Bay network. Coloured bands indicate the P and S-wave filters
used to process data. The S-13 stations were not used for S-wave analysis.

2.2. Data Selection and Preprocessing

Body waves (P and S phases) from teleseismic earthquakes (∆ >30◦), were recorded at

the network of seismic recording stations across the northern Hudson Bay region (Fig-
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ure 2.1). All teleseismic earthquakes of magnitude mb ≥5.5 from 2004 to 2015 recorded

by the network were examined. This study region is poorly sampled by P-wave core

phases like PKP, but well-sampled by S-wave core phases. Thus, SKS arrivals represent

a significant portion of the S-wave dataset. Frederiksen et al. (2007) and Boyce et al.

(2016) in the western Superior and southeast Canada regions, respectively, had similar

earthquake phase coverage.

Before any analysis may proceed the instrument response of each seismometer must

be equalised across the network. As explained in Section 2.1, the Hudson Bay network

comprises seismometers with different frequency response bands. An overview of the

processing steps taken for each seismogram is shown in Figure 2.3. For each earthquake,

all traces had the instrument response removed and then the response of the shortest

period responding instrument applied. This process was done dynamically so that the

station with the shortest response band (Figure 2.2) that recorded any given earthquake

was taken as the reference station and its response applied to all other traces. Next, the

sample rate for all responding stations was equalised by interpolating to the shortest rate

of any of the responding stations. Each trace was then cut so that they begin the same

time before the predicted arrival of the phase of interest (30s for P, 60s for S phases),

the mean is removed, and any long-period trend is removed. Data were then passed

through a two-pole Butterworth bandpass filter to remove high frequency noise in the

trace. Filter corner frequencies were 0.4-2 Hz for P waves, and 0.04-0.2 Hz for S-waves

(Figure 2.2). The stacking code (Section 2.3) required a maximum of 5000 samples so

all traces were cut accordingly. In the case of S-waves, the north and east component

seismograms are rotated to the great circle path at this point. After rotation, the S-wave

has two principal components, the radial and tangential. The tangential component is

examined for direct S-wave because there exist P-to-S conversions that are present only

on the radial that may obscure the direct S arrival. SKS analysis proceeds with the
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radial component because SKS energy is expected to be fully polarised along the radial

(Figure 1.4b).This pre-processing creates a set of short traces symmetrical around an

arriving body wave phase. Each seismogram was visually inspected to ensure clear sig-

nal, a lack of excessive noise, and consistent waveform between stations.

Figure 2.3. Processing steps for each seismogram applied to an example trace from
station FRB. Each recorded seismogram for a given event underwent identical processing
steps with identical parameters. After processing the traces are ready for use with the
adaptive stacking procedure explained in Section 2.3.

After processing and quality control, 923 earthquakes had a clear arriving P/Pdiff

phases; of those, 296 had enough stations responding (see Section 2.3) to include them

in the final dataset for tomographic analysis. There were 753 clear S/SKS events, with

92 meeting the criteria for number of stations responding (15 were SKS phases).
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2.3. Adaptive Stacking

I used the adaptive stacking (AS) method of Rawlinson and Kennett (2004) to align

waveforms and construct relative arrival time residuals. AS works iteratively to find

the time shifts needed to align each recorded trace for a given seismometer network and

event. The procedure begins by using a reference Earth model (ak135; Kennett et al.,

1995) to estimate expected arrival-times; traces are aligned to this predicted time and

two initial stacks are computed. The linear and quadratic stacks are defined by:

Vl =
1

N

N∑
i=1

ui(t− tc) (2.1)

Vq =
1

N

N∑
i=1

ui(t− tc)
2 (2.2)

The stack is performed over N traces, one for each station that recorded the specific

earthquake. Each trace is represented as a time series by ui(t), after the application

of a time correction tc, which is calculated from the source-receiver distance and a 1D

velocity model. The linear stack enhances the shape of the regional waveform, and

the quadratic stack, since it squares the trace, emphasises the differences between the

component traces and gives a measure of the spread in waveforms.

2.3.1. Error Estimation

The stacked trace Vl is then compared to each of the original traces. A new time shift, τi,

is applied to each trace in order for it to match the stacked, regional trace. The τi value

for each ith trace is found by calculating a misfit between the stacked trace and the ith

trace at a particular τi. The time shift is varied iteratively from −x to +x seconds (often

±1 to ±3). The value τi at which the lowest misfit between the trace ui and the stacked

trace Vl is then found. The misfit is calculated as a sum of the difference between the

linear stacked trace and each moveout corrected trace ui(t) over the M samples in the
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stacking window:

Pp =
M∑
j=1

|Vl(tj)− ui(tj − tic − τi)|p (2.3)

The p value refers to the misfit norm used to quantify the difference between the

stacked trace and each station trace. A value of 3 is chosen for p because Rawlinson and

Kennett (2004) showed that this relatively high choice effectively penalises even small

differences in time offsets from the stacked trace and thus achieves stable results after

only a few iterations. The index i represents each individual trace, while the index j

represents time samples within each ith trace. The result is a set of N values of τi.

These are applied to all the traces that recorded this specific event in the network. They

are then stacked again to create a new stacked trace, V ′
l . The process can then be

repeated and a new set of corrections can be calculated based upon the fit with the new

stacked trace. After each iteration the average difference between the stacked trace and

each station trace is output. The iterations continue until the corrections stabilise this

misfit output. It is possible that the corrections will not stabilise if there is one or more

bad quality traces, or there are multiple similar peaks near the direct phase arrival. In

addition to the quantitative stabilisation, each event is visually inspected to make sure

that poor traces are removed and that the peak is being stacked for each trace. At this

point the local velocity structure is assumed to be responsible for any differences from

the reference model.

If the stacked signal is very similar to some particular trace then it will be clear which

value of τ gives a minimum misfit; any deviation would cause a much poorer agreement

between the two waveforms. If, on the other hand, the trace has significant noise then

it may be that a variety of τi values give similar misfits and a clear minimum does not

exist. This can be quantified by the “width”, in seconds, of the time shift about the

minimum τi before the misfit increases by some percentage. Explicitly, the value |Ti−τi|,
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such that P (Ti) = ϵP (τi), where ϵ = 1+ X
100 (Rawlinson and Kennett , 2004). The choice

of error percentage is somewhat arbitrary, but the tomography is not very sensitive to

this choice because the relative error between traces is more important. I use a value of

25% in accordance with the original choice of Rawlinson and Kennett (2004), which the

authors showed best recovered a randomly applied Gaussian distribution of time shifts.

In practise, a minimum error must be applied, because real data have noise and there

will be incoherency in the waveform across the study region. Here, this is taken to be

75% of the sampling interval for any particular event. The sample rate, and thus the

minimum error, is made consistent across the network by interpolating to the smallest

sample interval of any of the responding stations, which is either 25 ms or 10 ms.

The result is a set of i travel time residuals τi. Relative arrival time residuals TRESi are

calculated by removing the mean travel-time residual from the final τi after all iterations.

TRESi = τi −

N∑
j=1

τj

N
(2.4)

The j-index is used instead of i in this equation to show that each ith trace has the

mean from all stations j = 1...N taken away. N stands for total number of receivers

as before. Removing the mean has the consequence that only relative velocity struc-

ture can in principle be recovered from this method; however, it mitigates the effects

of uncertainty in source origin time. This remaining time shift TRESi is used as input

data in velocity inversions. A minimum of 20 reporting stations for P-waves, and 15 for

S-waves, was required for a given earthquake to be included in the analysis. Adaptive

stacking needs an a priori model, but a 1-D model is sufficient and from there it can

produce travel time residual results even with very noisy data, and in structurally com-

plicated regions. The method is faster than the multi-channel cross-correlation (MCCC)

method of VanDecar and Crosson (1990) because it doesn’t need to solve a system of

linear equations and cross-correlate every pair of traces, and does not require as an input
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any initial pick of waveform by the user, as the MCCC method does, thus removing a

potential source of user error. The potential of cycle skipping is avoided in my workflow

by visual inspection of the final stack for each event, which readily shows if the incorrect

phase is being stacked for any individual trace. Figure 2.4 is an example event, pre and

post adaptive stacking. All traces were filtered as above and aligned using the ak135

model. 10 iterations of adaptive stacking were used, but most events stabilise after only

5. The quadratic stack is significantly sharper, indicating the stacking procedure has

effectively reduced the spread between traces.

The time shift used to align each of these waveforms becomes a data point for each

receiver. These can be organised based on the backazimuthal direction of the source to

each receiver (Figure 2.5). Because of the irregular distribution of earthquakes world-

wide, there are usually some gaps in the coverage range. Examining backazimuth plots

of Tres are important to look for outliers to be removed or patterns in the data that

could be important during inversion or interpretation.
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Figure 2.4. Example of an unfiltered recording used in this study. Linear and quadratic
stacks are the bottom two lines labelled zssl, and zscp, respectively. LEFT: Before
application of adaptive stacking method traces are somewhat poorly aligned RIGHT:
Clear improvement of alignment as seen from the sharpening of the stacked traces.
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Figure 2.5. Example of backazimuth plots for three stations within the northern Hud-
son Bay network. Backazimuth gaps appear in similar locations, reflecting an irregular
distribution of sources. These points represent input data that can be used by inversion
codes to build velocity models of the subsurface.
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3. Source-Side Effects in Relative

Arrival Time Data

3.1. Introduction

Several stations exhibit abrupt changes in TRES , by as much as ∼2s over a small back-

azimuth range (∼315◦-330◦: Figure 3.1d). Local seismic structure, such as a plate-scale

terrane boundary, could be responsible for such a feature at a single station, but it is

observed over most of the eastern and northern portions of our network (Figure 3.1a).

To investigate why the abrupt TRES changes are seen where they are, I considered the

locations of the earthquakes that make up the feature, and their orientation to the af-

fected stations.

First, I examined the raypaths for the earthquakes for each of the affected stations to

300 km depth to determine whether they followed any lithospheric terrane boundary or

indicate the presence of any particular structure. The map of piercing points at the low-

ermost edge of the lithosphere is shown in Figure 3.2. No boundary or lateral interface is

evident. Body-wave energy from teleseismic earthquakes arrives nearly vertically at the

receiver, so any receiver-side structure that could produce such wildly varying residuals

would have to be present beneath every affected station in Figure 3.1. For example, the

distance between two stations that each see this source-side effect, LG4Q and ILON, is

∼1600 km. Compared to the lithospheric depth of ∼250 km it is clear that they are
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Figure 3.1. (a) Red dots indicate stations that exhibit abrupt residual changes, blue
stations are unaffected, grey are inconclusive. (b) Histograms of incidence angle and
backazimuth angle anomaly for the abruptly changing residuals, colours match those of
the map in (a). (c) Frequency content of rays recorded at all receivers in the network.
Comparison between rays from the potential source-side effect (SSE) region and all other
rays shows an enhancement of frequency content between 2 and 3 Hz (indicated by the
box). (d) Four example stations, three affected, one unaffected.
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not sampling the same lithospheric region. Therefore, they are either both underlain by

very similar structure that can creates this sharp backazimuth feature, or, more likely,

they were both influenced by the same structure when both rays were co-incident near

the source.

At station FRB on southern Baffin Island (Figure 2.1), the earthquakes involved in the

abrupt TRES change all plot along a great circle path from the Aleutian trench, to the

tip of the Kamchatka peninsula, then south along Japan to Tokyo. Earthquakes south

of Tokyo do not plot along the sharp line in the backazimuth plot (Figure 3.3). The

earthquakes in the eastern Aleutian trench successively plot faster, ‘peaking’ at ∼60◦

epicentral distance. Beyond this point earthquakes plot slower with distance. If this

phenomenon concerned the specific earthquake locations, we would expect the fastest

residual, or ‘peak’, to come from the same event for all of the affected stations in Figure

3.1. This is, however, not the case, because the ‘peak’ event is different for each affected

station (three examples are shown in Figure 3.3). The effect upon TRES appears to

instead be controlled by earthquake-receiver distance, indicating that some source-side

contamination has manifested in the data. Relative arrival-time tomography assumes

that the effect of source-side structure is eliminated during the calculation of the residuals

when we remove the mean (Equation 2.4). Thus, this core assumption has been violated.

3.2. Source-Side Effect Analysis

To determine whether incoming energy from the source-side affected earthquakes was

systematically deflected from reference model predictions, comparisons were made with

source polarisation anomalies (difference between predicted and observed backazimuth)

and angle of incidence anomalies (difference between predicted and observed ray parame-

ter). However, histograms comparing anomalies between affected and unaffected stations
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Figure 3.2. Piercing point locations calculated with the ak135 model for recordings
exhibiting the source-side effect. Progression of shading indicates the source-receiver
great circle arc distance; more distant earthquakes arrive more vertically. 300 km is
used to overestimate the approximate base of the lithosphere ((Darbyshire et al., 2013)),
it is therefore the deepest point at which lithospheric structure may be encountered by
incoming energy.
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Figure 3.3. Events corresponding to the source-side feature for station FRB plotted
against backazimuth and on a map. Residual value is strongly correlated with distance
to FRB. Station labels on the map indicate approximate location and distance to the
event at the ‘peak’ of the source-side feature for the three affected stations from Figure
3.1.

reveal that neither parameter was correlated with the source-side effect (Figure 3.1b). I

consider it a more likely and simpler explanation that the structure in question affected

the seismic waves close to their mutual source. The effect appears to be dependent

upon source-receiver distance along subduction trench systems oriented approximately

parallel to the earthquake-receiver GCP. Multi-pathing of the wavefront, which happens

when the wavefront crosses itself due to complicated velocity structure, could also affect

the recorded arrival times (Rawlinson and Sambridge, 2003). However, multi-pathing

is expected to be incoherent between stations (VanDecar and Crosson, 1990), and the

adaptive stacking procedure of Section 2.3 does not work on incoherent arrivals. A more

plausible explanation is that the subduction zone from which the affected earthquakes

emerge acts as a waveguide to energy emitted along its strike.
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The frequency content of the dataset was then examined to further test the source-

side contamination hypothesis. Seismograms for each source-receiver pair (ray) were cut

with windows of ±5s around the P-wave arrival, and then converted to the frequency do-

main with a Fourier transform and then stacked to eliminate noise. The data were then

grouped in a number of ways to see if any variable was correlated with frequency content

change. There was no clear difference in frequency content between positive or negative

(fast or slow) residuals, either for the full dataset or just the receivers that observe the

source-side effect (SSE). Figure 3.1c shows, however, that the seismograms that exhibit

the SSE (those within the red ovals in Figure 3.1, for example) have distinct frequency

content when compared to all other seismograms. Affected seismograms display an en-

hancement of frequencies >1Hz, and particularly between 2 and 3 Hz, when compared

to unaffected rays and to the full dataset. This effect was consistent across both shorter

and longer window lengths and is independent of whether the relative arrival-time resid-

uals are positive or negative, so the source-side structure is apparently independent of

P-wave speed, or can make P-waves either speed up or slow down.

Local studies of the subduction zone in Japan have suggested that the subducted

oceanic mantle lithosphere can act as a high velocity, low attenuation, waveguide (e.g.,

Abers, 2005; van der Hilst and Snieder , 1996). Early arrivals are elegantly explained

in this way, but some of the source-side-affected arrivals we observe are relatively late

and therefore require an alternative explanation. The thin (<10 km) layer of subducted

oceanic crust beneath Japan is also known to act as a slow-velocity waveguide (e.g.,Garth

and Rietbrock , 2014) and has been shown to enhance high-frequency (2-3Hz) body-wave

energy (e.g., Furumura and Kennett , 2008). It is reasonable to conclude, therefore, that

the energy arriving at the red stations in Figure 3.1a has been affected to some degree

by the subducted plate beneath Japan, whether it be its crust, mantle lithosphere, or
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both. The challenge next is to establish whether and how the source-side problem can

be mitigated during tomographic inversion for mantle wavespeed structure.

3.3. Source-Side Effect Mitigation

I tested the pervasiveness of the source-side TRES feature with parallel datasets consisting

of fewer stations: a ‘Small Model’ eliminating the northern and southern-most receivers,

an ‘East Model’ using only stations from Southampton Island and eastward, and a ‘West

Model’ using only stations from Southampton Island and westward (Figure 3.4). The

effect was much more pronounced for the P-waves rather than the S-waves so this analysis

was restricted to the P-wave dataset. Note that all data were completely re-stacked in

each subset following the procedure explained in Section 2.2-2.3. This is necessary

because the regional mean may change every time a group of receivers is removed from

the network.

The results of re-stacking the smaller model space data shows that the source-side

TRES feature is effectively eliminated for the smaller models (side panels of Figure 3.4):

the peak-to-peak spread for the two representative stations has reduced from ±1s to

±0.5s. The implication is that the source-side effect does not cause significant variations

in data over a smaller network area and the source side effect therefore eliminated by

removing the regional mean in Equation 2.4. Network apertures >1200 km may therefore

be prone to source-side structure contamination, at least from subduction zones oriented

parallel to the GCP of the source-receiver pairs. I can contribute only one network-source

region observation, so I cannot confidently constrain the degree of alignment between

GCP and subduction zone strike at which contamination of the receiver-side residuals

begins. Careful examination of the orientation of subduction zones from source regions

relative to the network should be considered, and input data should aways be examined

closely before inversion. I re-visit this issue, including how and whether it affects the
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Figure 3.4. Station map showing network subsets and their respective results of re-
stacking for two representative stations. Subsets are indicated by coloured loops: Green -
Small Model; orange - West Model; pink - East Model. The Large Model group includes
all stations in the network.

seismic wavespeed inversions, in Section 4.4.
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4. Body Wave Tomography

4.1. Fast Marching Tomographic Inversion

The inversion code used in this study is the iterative non-linear Fast Marching TOMO-

graphic (FMTOMO) method of Rawlinson et al. (2006) to solve for upper mantle seismic

structure. The code runs iteratively, first calculating predicted traveltimes through the

model space, and then performing an inversion to minimise the error between the calcu-

lated traveltimes and the observed dataset, created with the adaptive stacking method.

Each inversion step is linear, but over multiple iterations a non-linear velocity/traveltime

relationship is established. The term ‘fast marching’ refers to the method by which the

code performs the forward calculation of traveltime prediction, the ‘multi-stage fast

marching method’, which tracks waveforms as they evolve through a 3-D layered model.

FMTOMO uses the Tau-P method (Kennett and Engdahl , 1991) to compute ray trav-

eltimes from the source to the edge of the local 3-D model region, and then applies a

grid-based eikonal solver, known as the Fast Marching Method, to track wavefronts with

a propagation grid to the surface through velocity structure which may vary radially

and laterally.

4.1.1. Model Initialisation

The model space is made up of several grids of nodes. The velocity grid is made of

the unknowns in the inversion that control the velocity field. A continuous surface can
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be defined by calculating cubic B-splines between the nodes, which are continuous in

curvature and are defined by four local nodes. This means that only the nodes closest to

the region of the spline will affect its shape. The result is a continuous velocity field and

interface surfaces that are defined by the nodes. This construction requires a cushion of

boundary nodes around the inversion region, meaning that the velocity field extends to

the second to last node in each direction (Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1. A visual representation of the model parameterisation for a 2-D slice
through a model space defined by FMTOMO.

The velocity grid is completely independent from layer to layer and can be irregularly

spaced, but the interface grid must consist of evenly spaced horizontal nodes in order

to accommodate potential layer pinch-out if inverting for interfaces. The velocity and

interface grids fully define the model space, but the propagation grid tracks the wave

field through the model space during the forward step of the inversion. This propagation

grid is not involved with model generation, but rather represents the points at which

the velocity fields, defined by the velocity and interface grids, are sampled. FMTOMO

has the capacity to model local sources, in which case a region around the local source

is defined that has a much higher density of propagation grid nodes than is otherwise
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defined. After the wavefront reaches the edge of the local refined region then the travel

times are mapped back onto the normal, coarser, grid.

Body wave inversions proceeded with a mesh of 25 radial, 60 north-south, and 30

east-west nodes spanning from 45◦N to 82◦N, and from 58◦W to 100◦W to model the

lithosphere from the base of the crust to 800 km depth. grid spacing of approximately

30 km in depth (depending on the variable crustal thickness), 68 km north-south, and

2.1 deg east-west (best reported in degrees for longitude). A crustal layer with 10 radial,

30 north-nouth, and 15 east-west nodes was included as well. Wavefields were tracked

through these grids by a propagation grid set to double the resolution of the lithospheric

velocity grid.

4.1.2. Tomographic Inversion Procedure

Inversion proceeds in two steps, the forward and the inverse. During the forward step

each event is tracked from source location to each receiver. Outside of the defined

model space infinite frequency ray-tracing is assumed using the ak135 1-D model. The

wavefront is then propagated through the model space via the propagation grid. These

synthetic traveltimes are then compared to the input data to calculate how well the

model matches the observations. The inverse step proceeds by first adjusting whatever

combination of the interface depth, velocity field values, and hypocenter locations the

user wants in order to satisfy the observations of source-receiver travel times. During

inversion FMTOMO minimises the objective function (equation 4.1):

S(m) =
1

2
[Ψ(m) + ϵΦ(m) + ηΩ(m)] (4.1)

The value m refers to the model parameters that are changed during the inversion.

The first term, Ψ(m), is minimised when the model travel times match as closely as

possible the observed travel times. The second term Φ(m) penalises models that differ
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from the reference or starting model m0. The third term, Ω(m), penalises model rough-

ness. The regularisation terms ϵ and η control damping (similarity to starting model)

and smoothing (degree of model roughness) respectively. An ideal model satisfies the

data but is also smooth and as close to the starting model as possible.

4.2. Crustal Modelling

Moho topography and crustal velocity structure can have a significant influence on tele-

seismic travel times (e.g., Waldhauser et al., 2002). To mitigate this problem I applied

a crustal velocity and Moho model developed from receiver function and surface wave

inversion results (Gilligan et al., 2016). Moho topography in northern Hudson Bay is

significant; ∼7 km deeper beneath Baffin Island than the Archean regions to the west

(e.g., Thompson et al., 2010). Moho depth estimates from Gilligan et al. (2016) at each

station were interpolated to produce a continuous interface and inserted into the initial

FMTOMO model space. Likewise, the modelled crustal velocity values were sampled

every 2 km beneath each station and interpolated to create a layer with its base defined

by the Moho model.

4.3. Resolution Testing

Ideal regularisation parameter values were determined through extensive testing of the

model space via trade-off curve analysis, balancing data fit with model roughness. The

‘residual’ value in Figure 4.2 is a measure of how much of the input data is unexplained

by the model; a low residual means a higher data fit. A high data fit may require an

unrealistically rough model, and an overly smooth model may miss important structure.

Typically, the parameters that produce the ‘knee’ of a tradeoff curve between roughness

and data misfit are understood to be the best choice. I produced inversions of the input
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data for every combination of a sequence of both smoothing and damping values ranging

from 0.1 to 100. When plotted together, these give a tradeoff area rather than a single

curve. The smoothing and damping parameter at the centre point of the tradeoff area

was chosen for the final model inversions (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2. Tradeoff areas for regularisation parameters for S and P wavespeed models.
Each coloured line represents a single damping value, each dot a different smoothing
value. Values for both parameters were varied in the sequence: 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10,
15, 30, 50, 100. The approximate values of the central region are indicated by the green
dots and dashed lines.

To test the resolving ability of the dataset I performed synthetic checkerboard reso-

lution tests. The predicted arrival times for our earthquakes are calculated through a

model space with ±0.4 km/s checkers (relative to ak135). Those predicted times are

then used as synthetic input data for an inversion. This test attempts to give a realis-

tic visualisation of where the dataset can recover velocity anomalies, and what size of

anomaly might be resolvable. The network has variable station spacing, the shortest

being 100-200 km in the Hudson Strait, southern Baffin Island and the eastern Rae do-

main. The input checkers in Figure 7 are ∼300×300 km horizontally, and 120 km thick,

varying slightly with latitude.
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Figure 4.3. Checkerboard resolution tests for P and S wave model spaces. Checkers
are ±0.4 km/s relative to ak135. Cross-sections A-A*, B-B*, and C-C* shown in the
input model are the same for both P and S-wave recovery models. Highest resolution is
in the central region of the model, the Hearne domain, and the Hudson Strait.

The recovered inversion model in Figure 4.3 can be compared to the input checker-

board model to see where resolution is good and the degree to which anomalies are

smeared. The grey mask excludes regions of the model space where there are fewer than

50 piercing points within a 150 km radius. Model recovery is similar for P and S wave

models, although the P recovery is everywhere better, with best resolution along the

Hudson Strait and northern islands region (transect B-B*: Figure 4.3). Other regions,

especially central Hudson Bay itself, have relatively poor resolution due to a lack of

stations and the near-vertical incidence of teleseismic arrivals.

Vertical smearing is typical of tomography studies because the energy from teleseis-

mic earthquakes arrives nearly vertically beneath the receivers. The tests in Figure

4.3 showed that smearing was at a minimum in the central portions of the model, and
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worst near the edges of the model space where fewer crossing rays can be expected. A

more realistic view of this vertical smearing can be seen by using ‘spike’ tests instead

of checkerboard tests. Spike tests differ from the more common checkerboard tests be-

cause each spike is much more isolated, thus giving a more realistic visualisation of the

how the inversion procedure recovers velocity anomalies. The proximity of checkers of

alternating velocities, both vertically and laterally, in traditional checkerboard tests can

artificially limit this effect and give an unrealistic prediction of resolution (Rawlinson

and Spakman, 2016).

First, I varied size of anomaly to determine the approximate minimum size of feature

that this dataset and model are capable of resolving. The anomalies were placed in the

regions of maximum resolution and separated so that they do not influence one another.

The results are shown in Figure 4.4 and confirm that features approximately ∼300×300

km horizontally, and ∼150 km thick are the minimum that can be confidently interpreted

with this model. This is based on amplitude recovery as well as visual inspection of the

clarity of resolved features.

The full P and S-wave recovery models with anomalies of the size determined in Fig-

ure 4.4 are shown in Figure 4.5. The features were placed at mid-lithospheric depths

along the cross-sections that are analysed in later sections, which match generally where

resolution is greatest. The spike tests recover the anomalies well and show that vertical

smearing tapers by ∼500 km depth. This is out of the full 800 km of model space.

Lithospheric structures can therefore reasonably be expected to be contained within

cross-sections, which are presented to 500 km depth. This test also implies that any

vertical layering present in the final inversions should be interpreted carefully.
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Figure 4.4. Resolution tests with the approximate size of anomaly indicated above.
Varying size of anomaly helps to indicate the approximate size of feature resolvable.
Slices are taken at 200 km depth through. Anomalies are separated so as to give a
better representation of the recovery.
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Figure 4.5. Spike resolution tests for P and S wave model spaces. Initial spikes are
300 km x 300 km x 150 km in size, and placed at 180 km depth. Cross-sections A-A*,
B-B*, and C-C* shown in the input model are the same for both P and S-wave recovery
models. Vertical smearing tapers by 500 km depth. Highest resolution is in the central
region of the model, the Hearne domain, and the Hudson Strait.

4.4. Source-Side Structure in Inversions

Before interpreting my results in terms of Hudson Bay upper mantle seismic structure,

it must be established how the source-side structure problems identified in Section 3

(Figures 3.1,3.3) affect the models. Accepting that these data have been affected by

source-side structure it becomes necessary to ensure that they are not used to inform

any interpretation of receiver-side structure. To this end, I ran forward models through

the top 300 km and, separately, the bottom 300 km of the final tomographic inversion

model, then compared the forward modelled residuals to the observed travel-time resid-
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uals. This tests whether spurious structure is mapped into the upper portions of the

model where structural interpretations are made, or whether it falls into the deeper,

less-well-resolved and un-interpreted parts. If the source-side effect is mapping into the

shallow regions, then all suspicious data points must be removed entirely. This process

would undoubtedly remove some unaffected data as well, and is therefore somewhat

undesirable. The results are shown for three example stations, FRB, LG4Q, and LAIN

(matching Figure 3.1d) because their wide spacing illustrates the pervasiveness of the

effect.

Figure 4.6. Forward modelling results for stations FRB, LG4Q, and LAIN at backaz-
imuths of 270◦-360◦ through either the top 300 km or bottom 300 km of the full inversion
model. These match the stations shown in Figure 3.1d. Tracing through the bottom 300
km model recreates the source-side feature quite well, while tracing through the top 300
km model does not. This indicates that the feature in the backazimuth plots is entirely
explained by the deepest structure in the model space, and the upper 300 km seems
unaffected. The approximate location of station FRB is indicated by the red text.

The full model space extends to 800 km depth. Residuals calculated with only the

bottom 300 km of the inverted model region active accommodate much of the source-side

feature (Figure 4.6). The model with only the top 300 km of the model space active has
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no indication of the source-side feature. This indicates that the inversion code is placing

structure to explain the source-side contaminated data in the less-constrained, deepest

300 km of the model space. Structure in the upper 500 km of the full model can thus be

safely interpreted. Parameterising tomographic models deeper than the resolving power

of the teleseismic dataset is common (e.g., VanDecar et al., 1995; Villemaire et al.,

2012). This work demonstrates that a similar approach is particularly important for

large aperture (>1000 km) networks.
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Discussion

5.1. Inversion Models

The P and S wave tomographic models in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show significant het-

erogeneous mantle wavespeed structure in northern Hudson Bay and Nunavut. The

depth slices are presented at a mid-lithospheric depth of 150 km, and depth variation is

shown via the cross-sections. The Quebec-Baffin transect (cross-section A-A*) reveals

slow wavespeed structure extending to at least 500 km depth in the Hudson Strait, with

faster wavespeeds in the Superior craton to the south and the Churchill to the north in

the P-wave model. The same cross-section in the S-wave model images clearly the slow

wavespeeds but does not have resolution for the potentially faster regions to the north

and south. A laterally robust slow wavespeed curtain extending east-west through the

northern portion of Hudson Bay (cross-section B-B*), then turning northwards towards

the east coast of southern Baffin Island, is also imaged in both models. The western

portion of the B-B* cross-section is fast in the P-wave model, but appears slow in the

S-wave model. Just northward, within station coverage, both P and S-wave models

in Figure 5.1 image a low wavespeed anomaly on Southampton Island in the centre of

the model space. The S-wave model (Figure 5.1b) sees this anomaly extend southward

where it intersects with the B-B* transect, while the P-wave model does not (Figure

5.1a). This discrepancy is less likely due to actual structural variations and more likely
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a result of the model being under-constrained due to a lack of stations in the central

part of Hudson Bay. Slightly northward, a sharp, vertical change in seismic wavespeed

occurs beneath Southampton Island (cross-section C-C*) in the P-wave model, with a

similar, although less-pronounced, feature in the S-wave model. This is as strong an

anomaly as the THO-related feature to the east.

The inversion model has resolution in the Archean central Rae and Hearne cratons

(Figure 4.5) and results indicate a complex and heterogeneous velocity pattern within

the shield region. There exists a low velocity anomaly (north end of C-C* in Figure 5.2)

near the connection of Melville Peninsula to the main Rae landmass (Figure 2.1), and

its shape differs between the P and S-wave models more substantially than anomalies to

the east beneath Hudson Bay and Baffin Island.

The models previously discussed in this section were created using the entire dataset.

P-wave inversions for each of the subsets identified in Section 3.3, ‘Small Model’, ‘East

Model’, and ‘West Model’ were also performed, their results summarised in Figure 5.3.

Each subset’s inversion model differs slightly from the larger model due to the lower

resolving power of the smaller network, but they all share the same first order charac-

teristics where they overlap spatially. This provides support for the robustness of the

anomalies shown in in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.
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Figure 5.1. The P and S wave inversion depth slices at 180 km depth. Both models
reveal broadly similar structure. Variance reduction 75% from 0.11s2 for P waves and
78% from 0.8s2 for S waves.
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Figure 5.2. Lithospheric cross-sections for both P and S wave inversions along profiles
defined in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.3. The P wave inversion models with cross sections for the Small Model, East
Model, and West Model as defined in the main text and visually in Figure 3.4. Cross
section locations match those of the preferred model shown in Figure 5.1 where appro-
priate. Fast and slow velocity anomalies from these smaller-dataset inversion models
match those shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, giving additional support to the robustness
of the features.
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5.2. Discussion

5.2.1. Causes of Seismic Heterogeneity & Comparison to Previous

Tomographic Studies

As explained in Section 1.4, global models of Hudson Bay seismic structure have imaged

uniformly fast wavespeeds in the upper ∼250km of the mantle. The relative arrival-

time inversion approach constrains heterogeneities with respect to a regional, not global,

mean, however. For example, the mean S-wave velocity anomaly at permanent station

FRB in the global model of Ritsema et al. (2011) is δVS ≈ 2.5%. However, the mean

relative arrival time residual for FRB in this study is near zero (0.2s), meaning both high

and low velocity anomalies in these models (Figures 5.1 and 5.2) are likely fast compared

to the global mean and thus reflect wavespeed heterogeneity within the Canadian Shield

(Bastow , 2012).

Surface erosion of cratonic regions like northern Hudson Bay results in loss of radio-

genic particles and therefore an anomalously low heat flow (≤50 mW/m2, e.g., Lévy

et al., 2010). Fast wavespeed cratonic roots or keels are thus often considered >200◦C

cooler than surrounding, younger terranes (e.g., Mareschal et al., 2004). Elevated mantle

temperatures and associated partial melt can cause low seismic wavespeeds (e.g., Allen

et al., 2002; Bastow et al., 2008), but are inappropriate hypotheses for seismic heterogene-

ity in this study area since it is thought to be cooler than average at upper mantle depths

(Goes and van der Lee, 2002). Anisotropy may also influence wave speed variations in

northern Hudson Bay (e.g., Darbyshire et al., 2013). However, the general consistency

between the P wave and S wave models (Figures 5.1 and 5.2) despite approximately

perpendicular particle motion between the phases, and the good back-azimuthal cover-

age of earthquakes (Figure 2.1), implies that this is not a predominant factor, and that

my models are dominated by isotropic wavespeed variations. The tomographic images,
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with their higher lateral resolving power than earlier surface wave studies, illuminate

the finer-scale internal architecture of the northern Hudson Bay region. Other relative

arrival time studies of nearby regions (e.g., Boyce et al., 2016; Frederiksen et al., 2013)

included terranes or geological features that ranged in age from Archean to Phanerozoic.

The peak-to-peak residual amplitudes of studies like these are to some degree set by the

age range of the structures within the model space. My study, in contrast, spans only

Precambrian lithosphere and thus inversion models may tend to highlight internal vari-

ations in Precambrian lithospheric structure rather than the typically more pronounced

contrasts between Precambrian and Phanerozoic lithosphere.

5.2.2. Mantle Seismic Structure of Baffin Island

The eastern edge of southern Baffin Island in these models exhibits a low velocity

anomaly for both P and S waves at lithospheric depths. S-wave perturbations at 150

km depth in the continent-scale model of Schaeffer and Lebedev (2014) show a sharp

boundary to the cratonic lithosphere in this region, following closely the eastern coast

of Baffin Island. Lithospheric thinning in this area has occurred since the opening of

Baffin Bay separating Canada from Greenland in the Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous

(Larsen et al., 1999; Oakey and Chalmers, 2012). I interpret my models to be imaging

the edge of low velocity material associated with the asthenosphere at the Churchill

craton’s edge.

5.2.3. Mantle Seismic Structure of the Eastern Churchill Plate

With good resolution for much of the central Rae and northern Hearne domains (Figure

4.5), I image considerable seismic heterogeneity throughout the Churchill plate. This

study may be expected to image seismic variation that has not previously been resolved

by global studies because of the greater number of stations and better data coverage

available here. Surface wave studies also have naturally low lateral resolution compared
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to teleseismic body wave tomography.

The seismic velocity variations in this region are not easily explained by age: the

boundary between the Paleoarchean Rae and the Mesoarchean Hearne cratons (STZ)

is not correlated with a consistent change in wavespeed at lithospheric depths (Figure

5.5). While a number of faults and gravity gradients have been defined in the central

Rae craton (e.g., Snyder et al., 2015), I do not observe mantle expression or correlation

to any of these delineations within either the P or S wave models (Figures 5.1 and 5.2).

Diamondiferous kimberlites are expected to correlate with thick lithosphere and there-

fore fast velocity anomalies; however, these models show no obvious correlation with

diamond prospects (Figure 1.2).

Marked seismic heterogeneity within Precambrian domains has been observed for other

cratonic regions worldwide (e.g., Fennoscandia, Bannister et al. (1991); China, Tian

et al. (2009); Australia, Fishwick and Rawlinson (2012)). Internal cratonic velocity vari-

ations of the southern African Kaapvaal craton were very small (∼0.5%), however, low

velocity anomalies were modelled within the eastern edge of the Kaapvaal craton (Fouch

et al., 2004; Youssof et al., 2015). Called the Bushveld Complex, this anomaly has been

associated with ∼2.0 Ga Proterozoic chemical modification and mantle refertilisation

(James et al., 2001; Youssof et al., 2015). Similar examples of cratonic collisions creat-

ing fertile, low-velocity mantle regions include Siberia (Griffin et al., 2005), the North

China Craton (Jiang et al., 2013), and the central Superior province (Boyce et al., 2016).

Eeken et al. (2018) recently used modelling of Rayleigh wave dispersion curves to ar-

gue for the presence of significant mid-lithospheric metasomatism for cratons in Africa,

Australia, and northern Europe, as well as the Slave craton lying just to the west of my

study area.
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The Hudson Plutons are 1.85-1.81 Ga intrusive granites interpreted as post-orogenic

lower crustal intrusions hosting crustal melt or metasomatic materials found throughout

the Churchill domain but concentrated near the west coast of northern Hudson Bay near

Melville Peninsula (Figure 5.4; Berman et al., 2005; Peterson et al., 2002). They are

associated with a Bouger gravity anomaly low and near-vertical conductive anomalies

interpreted to be carbon films or leftover water (Spratt et al., 2014). Snyder et al. (2017)

claimed that thermo-tectonic events in the Paleoproterozoic caused widespread meta-

somatism in the lower crust and upper mantle near Melville Pensinsula, concentrating

sulfides or graphite at mid-lithospheric depths (∼80-120 km). Either material would

enhance electrical conductivity, in line with magnetotelluric observations of the same

area by Spratt et al. (2014) (Figure 1.12). The magnetotellurics also showed that upper

mantle resistivity changed significantly between various lithospheric blocks of the Rae,

increasing from Melville Peninsula in the north to the STZ in the south. Magnetotelluric

studies within the western Hearne craton, in Alberta, have also attributed upper mantle

conductive anomalies to widepsread metasomatism (Jones and Garcia, 2006; Nieuwen-

huis et al., 2014).

Just south of the THO, Boyce et al. (2016) interpreted slower-than-expected wavespeeds

beneath the Grenville Front as evidence for metasomatic modification of the Superior

lithosphere during the 250 Ma subduction process, consistent with earlier geological work

(e.g., Hynes and Rivers, 2010). The resulting wavespeed anomalies were of the order of

±1.5%. However, the scale of the seismic wavespeed anomaly I observe below Melville

peninsula (∼4%) is much higher than the observed in the Grenville Front. THO tecton-

ism acted for a much shorter period than (∼80Ma) than during the Grenville orogen,

indicating that metasomatism is probably only partially capable of explaining the Rae

anomaly in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. While relative arrival time velocity anomalies cannot

not be directly related to composition or temperature as absolute anomalies may, the
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Figure 5.4. Location of the Hudson granitoids, or plutons, the ∼1.85 Ga intrusive
bodies indicative of lower crustal melt. MP, Melville Peninsula. Pluton locations from
Peterson et al. (2002).

large amplitude of this anomaly is indicative of a significant velocity change and cannot

adequately be explained by lithospheric age-driven compositional changes. As northern

Hudson Bay is an old, cold, and tectonically stable region, the cratonic metasomatism

suggested by Eeken et al. (2018) seems to be the most plausible explanation to drive seis-

mic velocity change on this scale. In this interpretation, the metasomatism would have

been driven by the same forces that created the crustal melts of the Hudson plutons, the

remainder of the anomalous structure likely reflects inherent compositional differences
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between lithospheric blocks.

5.2.4. Mantle Seismic Structure of the Trans-Hudson Orogen &

Implications for Precambrian Plate Tectonics

A striking feature in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 is the strong slow wavespeed feature that curves

around the Quebec mainland and through the Hudson Strait, then angles northeast be-

neath the Archean crust of southern Baffin Island (B-B*). Gilligan et al. (2016) found

compelling similarities between the crustal velocities of the Tibetan Plateau and south-

ern Baffin Island, allowing for ∼30 km of erosion since completion of the THO. The

tomographic results here support a growing number of geological studies that consider

the THO reminiscent of a modern-style subduction zone (e.g., St-Onge et al., 2009;

Weller and St-Onge, 2017). Plutonic regions were interpreted in Section 5.2.3 to be

responsible for low seismic velocities in the Rae craton. Southern Baffin Island includes

the Cumberland Batholith (Figure 1.2) which is a large plutonic granite region that

was created either just before or as part of the THO collision. Magnetotelluric results

from Evans et al. (2005) imaged conductive lower crustal features associated with the

Cumberland Batholith, as Spratt et al. (2014) did for the Hudson Plutons, and pointed

to THO-emplaced metasediments as an explanation. My tomographic inversions clearly

image low velocity material related to the THO that appears to extend beneath the

Archean terranes of southern Baffin Island (A-A* in Figures 5.1 and 5.2). However, both

pluton-related metasomatism, as above, and chemical distinctions between Archean and

Proterozoic mantle are potential explanations.

A further strong velocity contrast manifests near Southampton Island in both P and

S wave models (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). Higher velocities in the east give way to lower

velocities to the northwest into the Rae domain. Considering the interpretation of plate
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tectonic activity, this contrast is most likely due to a lithospheric boundary from an

Archean micro-continent, caught in between the Churchill and the Superior during the

THO. Interpretations of a terrane boundary in this region were also made from SKS

splitting and magnetotelluric data (Spratt et al., 2012b); however, Gilligan et al. (2016)

found no clear difference in crustal structure between the various northern Hudson Bay

islands. This indicates either alteration of the mantle or underthrusting of mantle ma-

terial from a nearby terrane beneath Southampton Island. A possible candidate for this

is the Sugluk block, a Mesoarchean terrane of high grade metamorphic rocks considered

distinct from its surrounding blocks due to a lack of 2.5-2.6 Ga magmatism (Figure 1.9;

e.g., Corrigan et al., 2009; Hoffman, 1985). The Sugluk is exposed on the northwestern

tip of Quebec where it is intruded by plutonic rocks of the Narsajuaq arc (e.g., Dunphy

and Ludden, 1998; St-Onge et al., 2002). Bouger gravity and aeromagnetic signatures

indicate that it extends north to Baffin Island and west beneath Hudson Bay into the

region where the velocity interface is observed (Corrigan et al., 2009).

5.2.5. Snowbird Tectonic Zone

The STZ exhibits significant high-pressure metamorphism and 1.9 Ga mafic magma-

tism (Section 1.3; Berman et al., 2007; Flowers et al., 2006). The most prominent

origin theories for the STZ are that it represents a Paleoproterozoic collision zone (e.g.,

Berman et al., 2007) or a Neoarchean suture that was then subject to asthenospheric

upwelling in the Paleoproterozoic. The proposed collision zone, the Snowbird Orogeny,

would have taken place during the initiation of the THO and ended <0.1 Ga before ter-

minal collision of the Superior and Churchill (Berman et al., 2007; Corrigan et al., 2009).

The result was the >2800 km long suture zone between the Rae and the Hearne domains.

Cross sections of the P and S-wave model in Figure 5.5 show no consistent mantle
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velocity distinction associated with the STZ. The shallow portion in both models ap-

pears fast, however, the lack of station coverage south of the STZ means that only very

clear, large velocity structures can be confidently interpreted. With this dataset I cannot

provide a more detailed discussion of its structure. These results are most consistent

with an interpretation of the STZ as a relatively minor event involving what might be

considered a tributary of the much larger Manikewan ocean whose closure initiated the

THO (Corrigan et al., 2009). This process may have brought together two blocks that

were of relatively similar composition, from a seismic wavespeed perspective, and on too

small a scale to create the features imaged in the THO to the east. There are many out-

standing questions regarding the development of the STZ, and future research should

take into account the lack of seismic velocity signature associated with the boundary.

Figure 5.5. The P and S wave inversion models with cross sections across the Snowbird
Tectonic Zone (STZ). Neither model images a velocity distinction across the interface.
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Having examined in detail the upper mantle seismic velocity structure of northern

Hudson Bay, this study transitions to an examination of upper mantle seismic anisotropy.

Comparison between the tomographic and anisotropic results will be useful to gain a

more coherent multi-dimensional view of the lithospheric structure and the processes

responsible for its assembly.
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6.1. Introduction

Here I present the results of a shear wave splitting (Section 1.2.4) study of SKS phases

recorded by the 43 central-most seismograph stations in the northern Hudson Bay re-

gion. Regional SKS splitting studies often utilise only 1–2 years of data, limiting the

backazimuthal coverage of high-quality measurements, and precluding the possibility of

interpreting more complicated dipping or multi-layer structures. However, this dataset

comprises stations with recording times between 4 and 23 years (see details in Chapter

2.

6.2. Anisotropic Analysis with SKS Splitting

SKS phases for earthquakes of mb≥6 occurring at epicentral distances of ≥88◦ were

inspected for sources from 2004 to 2017. This distance requirement is enforced so that

the arriving SKS phase is not contaminated by other phases such as ScS, which arrive

at similar times for distances ≤88◦. SKKS phases are generally lower in amplitude

than their SKS counterparts, and are therefore less often observed in an interpretable

manner. For permanent stations FRB and FCC, the database extends back to 1993.

In total 5483 event-station pairs were processed, and 445 were included in the final

dataset. Data were filtered prior to analysis using a zero-phase Butterworth bandpass

filter with corner frequencies 0.04 and 0.3 Hz. Splitting parameters were constrained
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Figure 6.1. Geological map of northern Hudson Bay with SKS splitting results. Dashed
yellow bars indicate stacked ϕ and δt values, solid yellow bars indicate unstacked individ-
ual measurements. Red bars are null measurements with 90◦ ambiguity. Absolute plate
motion arrows are purple. BaS, Baffin Suture; CI, Coats Island; HP, Hall Peninsula;
LL, Lynn Lake Fault; MI, Meta-Incognita; MP, Melville Peninsula; NBTB, Northeast
Baffin Thrust Belt; SI, Southampton Island; SRS, Soper River Suture; STZ, Snowbird
Tectonic Zone; THO, Trans-Hudson Orogen.
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using the semi-automated approach of Teanby et al. (2004), built on the Silver and

Chan (1991) method. Horizontal components are recorded in the NESW reference frame

and then rotated and time-shifted to minimise the second eigenvalue of the covariance

matrix for particle motion within a time window around the shear wave arrival. This

is equivalent to linearising the particle motion and minimising tangential component

shear wave energy. If the particle motion is linearised initially this is called a ‘null’

measurement and indicates that the anisotropic fast direction is either perpendicular

or parallel to the backazimuth of the wave, that the anisotropy is vertically oriented,

or that the wave encountered no anisotropic material. Null measurements therefore

have an inherent 90◦ ambiguity, and are reported in Figure 6.1 as a red cross. The

Silver and Chan (1991) approach takes a single, manually picked, shear-wave analysis

window. In the cluster analysis approach of Teanby et al. (2004), however, the splitting

analysis is performed for a range of window lengths and cluster analysis is utilised to

find measurements that are stable over many different windows. All splitting parameters

were determined after analysis of 100 different windows. An example of the analysis is

shown in Figure 6.2.

6.2.1. Source Polarisation Anomalies

A total of 80 otherwise high quality splits were discarded due to source polarisation

(SPOL) anomalies. The SPOL is the estimate of the direction of polarisation of the

shear wave prior to any anisotropic influence. Typically this direction is close to the

backazimuth (BAZ) between the event and station, with deviation indicating influence

from some ambiguous anisotropic source. Possible explanations for deviations have in-

cluded polarisation filter artefacts (Hammond et al., 2005), and influence from nearly

co-incident phases or problems with seismometer deployment (Walpole et al., 2014).

SPOL anomalies and differences between SKS and SKKS splitting parameters for the

same event are sometimes attributed to interaction between the converted S-wave and
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the D” layer at the base of the mantle, since this is the region at which the path dif-

ferences between the SKS and SKKS waves are most different (Long and Silver , 2009;

Restivo and Helffrich, 2006). Figure 6.3 shows the piercing points and anomaly for every

SKS split of good quality processed in this study at the core-mantle boundary. Clusters

of high anomaly pierce points could point to a systematic D” interaction, but there is no

obvious clustering in Figure 6.3. Another possibility is interaction between the polarised

SKS phase and mantle inclusions of a relatively small scale that cause the wave to bend

and thus change its apparent direction at the receiver (Jenkins et al., 2017). Without

a definitive understanding of the cause of the SPOL anomaly, it is safer to remove the

questionable data points. A maximum difference of 15◦ was used byWalpole et al. (2014)

to define outliers as a blind quality control step, whereas Hammond et al. (2005) limited

SKS measurements to within 30◦ of the backazimuth. I found little difference between

splitting parameters with |BAZ − SPOL| between 0◦ and 20◦, and have therefore set

this as the acceptable range. See Table 6.1 for all splitting results used in this study.

6.3. SKS Splitting Results

The results obtained for SKS splitting in northern Canada displayed in Figure 6.1 are

summarised in Table 6.1; a full list of all splitting results and associated errors is included

in supplemental materials. The average signal to noise ratio (as defined by Restivo and

Helffrich, 1999) for these data is 15.5 with a standard deviation of 7.1. Quality control

was enforced by visual inspection of each split to ensure linearisation of the particle

motion, as well as upper limit to data error of ±15◦ in ϕ and ±0.5 s in δt, although

most were much lower (see supplemental materials for complete dataset). This is a much

stricter limit than the previous study of Snyder et al. (2013), where errors sometimes

exceeded ±30◦ in ϕ and 2 s in δt. Where relevant, a model class is assigned to each sta-

tions to describes the first order type of anisotropy observed at that station (Table 6.1).
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Each basic class of model (single layer, two-layer, dipping layer) has a distinctive back-

azimuthal pattern in their splitting parameters (Figure 6.4). A dipping anisotropic layer

will vary relatively smoothly with 360◦ periodicity. An anisotropic model of a vertical

interface has 180◦ backazimuthal periodicity, and a two-layer model has 90◦ periodicity

(Figure 6.4; Silver and Savage, 1994). A dipping model has peak-to-peak ϕ variations

≤90◦, as opposed to interfaces or two-layer models, which have sharper changes in ϕ and

peak-to-peak variations approaching 180◦.

The model-class for each station in Table 6.1 is chosen to be the simplest possible

that explains the observations. For many of the stations in Figure 6.1 a single, hor-

izontal anisotropic layer could adequately explain the data. Data from such stations

were stacked using a procedure based on the method of Wolfe and Solomon (1998) to

obtain single pairs of splitting parameters (e.g., CTSN, DORN, MARN, in Figure 6.1;

Table 6.1). I cannot, however, preclude the possibility that this assumption is invalid

for stations where backazimuthal coverage is insufficient to resolve more complex dip-

ping or multi-layer patterns of anisotropy (e.g., Silver and Savage, 1994). Plots of ϕ

vs backazimuth for each station in Figure 6.1 are in the supplemental materials. For

stations that exhibited clear variation typical of a more complex anisotropic structure,

a grid search of relevant model parameters was performed to forward model the ϕ and

δt using the MSAT toolkit of Walker and Wookey (2012), which is capable of modelling

both multi-layer and dipping anisotropy. Bastow et al. (2011) suggested the presence of

dipping anisotropy based on backazimuthal variation of splitting parameters; I am the

first to explore this hypothesis quantitatively. The ‘N’ column in Table 6.1 compares

the number of splits used to define each station in my dataset directly to that of Bastow

et al. (2011), in brackets.
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Figure 6.2. High-quality splitting measurement example of a successful measurement
from station ILON (top) and and a null from SILO (bottom). (a) The recorded seis-
mogram showing the SKS phase and the initial window. (b) The seismogram rotated
into radial and tangential components both before (top two) and after (bottom two)
processing. (c) top L-R: close up of the SKS phases for the fast and slow waveforms
before correction, after correction, and after correction without normalised amplitudes.
Bottom L-R: particle motion before and after correction. (d) Contour map showing sta-
bility of the splitting parameters. Lines indicate one standard deviation. The thick line
indicates 95 per cent confidence. (e) Splitting parameter variations as a function of the
changing window. (f) Cluster analysis results for ϕ and δt for each of the 100 windows.
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Figure 6.3. Piercing points at the core-mantle boundary for all shear wave phases
processed in this study. Dots are coloured by the difference between backazimuth and
source polarisation, indicating rotation of the incoming wave from the great circle path.

Figure 6.4. MSAT calculated ϕ responses for three basic classes of anisotropy. ∆ϕ
indicates difference in fast direction between layers. Layer thickness and alignment
fraction of olivine a-axis does not affect the patterns.
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Station ϕ δt N Station ϕ δt N

AKVQ 84 ± 4 0.9 ± 0.1 3 LAIN 56 ± 2 1.0 ± 0.1 7

AP3N 43 ± 2 0.6 ± 0.1 10 MANN 82 ± 1 0.8 ± 0.1 8 (2)

B1NU 47 ± 8 0.5 ± 0.1 3 MARN -58 ± 1 1.1 ± 0.1 16

CDKN -47 ± 5 0.7 ± 0.1 4 (2) MNGN -88 ± 1 1.1 ± 0.1 23 (11)

CHIN -49 ± 3 1.6 ± 0.1 3 MUMO 73 ± 1 1.3 ± 0.1 14

CLRN 86 ± 5 1.3 ± 0.1 1 NOTN 90 ± 1 1.6 ± 0.1 8 (6)

CMBN -20 ± 1 1.3 ± 0.2 2 (2) NUNN 84 ± 3 0.9 ± 0.1 3 (1)

CTSN 63 ± 1 0.8 ± 0.1 13 (2) PINU -86 ± 2 0.8 ± 0.1 4

DORN -85 ± 3 1.1 ± 0.1 4 (3) PNGN -71 ± 2 0.7 ± 0.1 6 (2)

INUQ 71 ± 2 0.6 ± 0.1 5 QILN 67 ± 1 1.2 ± 0.1 6 (2)

IVKQ -80 ± 2 0.8 ± 0.1 2 SEDN 70 ± 1 0.8 ± 0.1 10

JENN 69 ± 14 0.7 ± 0.2 1 SHMN -77 ± 3 0.7 ± 0.1 5 (2)

JOSN 59 ± 5 1.0 ± 0.1 2 SILO 62 ± 1 0.6 ± 0.1 7

KASO 91 ± 2 1.1 ± 0.1 4 SMLN 14 ± 4 0.6 ± 0.1 2

KAJQ -71 ± 8 0.3 ± 0.1 2 SRLN 44 ± 1 0.7 ± 0.1 5

KIMN -76 ± 2 0.7 ± 0.1 6 (3) STLN -9 ± 2 1.0 ± 0.1 3

KJKQ 51 ± 2 0.7 ± 0.1 7 VIMO 83 ± 1 0.6 ± 0.1 9

KNGQ -58 ± 2 1.1 ± 0.1 5 WAGN 54 ± 1 1.5 ± 0.1 8 (2)

KRSQ346 null - 1 YBKN -27 ± 5.25 0.3 ± 0.1 4

Station ϕ δt N Station ϕ δt N

Multiple ILON0 null - -

ARVN0−90 46 ± 4 1.1 ± 0.09 1 ILON2 null - -

ARVN90−180 29 ± 5 1.5 ± 0.10 1 ILON290 null - -

ARVN180−275 45 ± 2 0.8 ± 0.02 7 ILON290 null - -

ARVN275−300 61 ± 5 0.9 ± 0.04 1 ILON291 null - -

ARVN300−315 -89 ± 9 0.7 ± 0.06 1 ILON316 null - -

ARVN315−360 59 ± 4 1.5 ± 0.09 2 ILON327 null - -

ARVN320 null - - ILON330 null - -

ARVN321 null - - ILON332 null - -

BULN90−275 56 ± 6 1.0 ± 0.10 5 (2) ILON334 null - -
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BULN275−360 114 ± 7 0.9 ± 0.20 6 (-) ILON334 null - -

FCC0−90 55 ± 4 0.9 ± 0.1 2 ILON334 null - -

FCC90−180 2 ± 10 0.7 ± 0.1 2 SHWN90−180 0 ± 4 1.4 ± 0.1 1

FCC180−275 41 ± 1 0.8 ± 0.1 29 SHWN180−360 128 ± 9 0.5 ± 0.1 1

FCC275−300 77 ± 6 0.6 ± 0.1 2 SHWN282 null - -

FCC300−315 90 ± 4 0.9 ± 0.1 5 SHWN259 null - -

FCC315−360 41 ± 1 0.8 ± 0.1 6 Dipping

FCC316 null - - FRB0−90 126 ± 2 1.1 ± 0.1 3 (-)

FCC319 null - - FRB90−183 52 ± 8 0.6 ± 0.1 3 (1)

FCC320 null - - FRB183−270 62 ± 7 0.9 ± 0.1 3 (2)

FCC320 null - - FRB270−300 83 ± 1 0.9 ± 0.1 19 (10)

FCC325 null - - FRB300−330 103 ± 2 0.7 ± 0.1 9 (6)

FCC326 null - - FRB330−360 107 ± 4 0.7 ± 0.1 5 (1)

FCC326 null - - HP0−90 123 ± 1 1.3 ± 0.1 5

FCC327 null - - HP90−180 70 ± 18 0.6 ± 0.2 3

Interface HP180−270 77 ± 4 0.9 ± 0.1 3

CRLN110−180 5 ± 7 1.2 ± 0.20 1 (2) HP270−300 84 ± 1 0.9 ± 0.1 21

CRLN300−360 97 ± 11 0.8 ± 0.50 9 (1) HP300−330 99 ± 2 0.8 ± 0.1 18

GIFN90−180 7 ± 5 1.3 ± 0.2 4 HP330−360 102 ± 2 0.8 ± 0.1 19

GIFN180−360 140 ± 4 0.7 ± 0.1 1 Nulls

GIFN269 null - - KUGN258 null - -

ILON90−180 30 ± 2 0.8 ± 0.1 8 KUGN260 null - -

ILON180−300 106 ± 4 0.9 ± 0.1 3 KUGN319 null - -

ILON300−360 140 ± 5 1.1 ± 0.2 1

Table 6.1. SKS Splitting parameters for stacked (top) and unstacked (bottom) stations.
Subscript values refer to backazimuth ranges for binned results, or the backazimuth of
recording for null measurements. N is the number of splits (including nulls) for that
station or backazimuthal range, bracketed numbers are the number of splits used by
Bastow et al. (2011) for the same station. For unstacked results, bold type text indicates
the first-order model class groups based on Figure 6.4.
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6.4. Discussion

6.4.1. Causes of Observed Anisotropy

Across the study area, δt ≥ 1 s are commonly observed (Figure 6.1, Table 6.1), implying

a mantle contribution to the observations: regional continental crust is ∼40 km thick

and can only reasonably account for δt ≤ 0.5 s (Barruol and Mainprice, 1993; Silver ,

1996). My results give no consistent, network-wide alignment with the current APM di-

rection, which has been relatively constant for the past ∼50 Myr (Figure 6.5). Further,

the North American absolute plate motion (APM) is ∼2.2 cm/yr, well below the ∼4

cm/yr considered a minimum for basal drag fabric development (Figure 6.5; e.g., De-

bayle and Ricard , 2013; Martin-Short et al., 2015). Although the possibility that older

basal drag fabrics exist beneath the region cannot be precluded, asthenospheric fabrics

due to APM or regional mantle flow (e.g., Forte et al., 2015) would, according to Fresnel

Zone arguments (Alsina and Snieder , 1995), be expected to produce only gradual vari-

ations in ϕ and δt across the network. The observed splitting parameters, in fact, vary

over horizontal length-scales ∼150 km (e.g., Southampton Island stations versus CTSN,

Figure 6.8). APM is therefore rejected as an interpretation for the observed anisotropy,

as opposed to Snyder et al. (2013) who interpreted APM as contributing a lower layer of

anisotropy across the entirety of the Hudson Bay region. The paucity of tectonic activ-

ity since ∼1.8 Ga rules out aligned melt as a plausible cause of the observed anisotropy,

so discussion proceeds on the assumption that the data are primarily sensitive to fossil

lithospheric anisotropy, consistent with earlier studies of the region (Bastow et al., 2011).

Several stations in Table 6.1 exhibit strong backazimuthal variation in splitting pa-

rameters, implying the presence of complex structure, including multiple and/or dipping

anisotropic layers. I address these issues in the following sections on a region-by-region

basis.
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Figure 6.5. Historic absolute plate motion velocity and centroid azimuth modified from
Müller et al. (2016) over the last 230 million years. The red dashed line indicates the
minimum plate speed necessary to create an anisotropic basal drag fabric (e.g., Martin-
Short et al., 2015).

6.4.2. Evidence for Proterozoic Plate-Scale Underthrusting Beneath

Baffin Island

Fast directions for stations in the Hudson Strait and along the northern coast of Que-

bec and southern coast of Baffin Island tend to parallel the strike of the THO (Figure

6.1; Stations AKVQ, MANN, CTSN, IVKQ, NOTN, DORN, CHIN, KIMN, KNGQ).

This interpretation is supported by the general trend in anisotropic direction found by

Darbyshire et al. (2013) using surface waves, and the earlier SKS splitting study of Bas-

tow et al. (2011). Unfortunately, the easternmost stations, KRSQ and KAJQ, had very

few successful splits and so cannot be used to confirm or refute the THO hypothesis.

Lithospheric-scale THO deformation clearly exerts first-order control on the anisotropy.

The approximately EW fast direction of PNGN parallels the Baffin suture to the west

of the station. At CMBN, ϕ aligns more closely with the SE turn of the suture. At

station PNGN, ϕ parallels the APM direction, but the short length scale change com-
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pared to station CMBN, less than 100 km away, suggests strongly that the source of

the anisotropy is more likely within the ∼200 km-thick lithosphere in this region (Alsina

and Snieder , 1995; Porritt et al., 2015).

Stations FRB, CDKN, JENN, and MNGN lie within Hall Peninsula. To first order, ϕ

at MNGN and CDKN parallels the trace of the THO, but JENN is nearly perpendicular

(Figure 6.1). The reason for this becomes clear in Figure 6.6; JENN records a split from

a backazimuth not sampled by CDKN or MNGN, but mirrors observations at FRB at

similar backazimuths (Figure 6.6), giving credence to the idea that these stations sam-

ple similar structure and warrant consideration as a composite ‘Hall Peninsula’ or ‘HP’

station with good backazimuthal coverage. The stations included in the ‘HP’ stack were

chosen based on their proximity to FRB (which provides most of the data and backaz-

imuthal coverage to the stack) and because they share similar local geology. The Hall

Peninsula region (Figure 6.1) is characterised by high grade metamorphism, and was part

of the leading edge of the Churchill plate during the THO (St-Onge et al., 2006, 2009).

Nearby stations KIMN and DORN are not included in the HP group because KIMN lies

on the other side of the Soper River suture from the rest of the stations, and DORN

has lower grade metamorphism on the western reaches of Baffin Island. The splitting

parameters for all HP stations were stacked within appropriate backazimuth bins (Table

6.1, Figure 6.7), revealing a clear, smoothly-varying 360◦ periodicity, without the sharp

changes in ϕ that are characteristic of dipping anisotropy (Figure 6.4). Therefore, that

class of model was used to initialise an MSAT modelling procedure to characterise the

anisotropic structure.

A grid search varying layer dip, up-dip direction, and olivine a-axis azimuth (AAZ)

orientation was performed and the root mean squared (RMS) misfit between the model

response for each set of parameters and the amalgam HP station data was calculated
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Figure 6.6. Splitting parameters for HP block stations on southern Baffin Island
(Figure 6.1). Null measurements are indicated by dashed lines.

to indicate the agreement between model and observations. RMS was calculated using

equation 6.1.

RMS =

√
1

n
(x21 + x22 . . . x

2
n) (6.1)

Where n is the number of observed data points, and x is the difference between the

data point and the modelled curve, less the error. Data points were assumed to have

errors in backazimuth of ±5◦. The best fitting model was determined by the lowest

combined RMS for both for ϕ and δt. The RMS values for each splitting parameter were

normalised for each cell in the grid search, then combined (Figure 6.7, top) such that the

maximum value in each grid is 1. This method ensures that both ϕ and δt are included

in the determination of the best fitting model parameters.

Figure 6.7 shows the results of the grid search for the three model parameters. Ini-

tially, AAZ=0◦ (aligned with the dip direction), the simplest possible scenario. The

minimum RMS value gives an up-dip direction of 265◦±10◦ and a dip angle of 70◦±5◦.

These values are then held constant while varying the other two parameters to confirm

the best fitting model values. The middle and right RMS surfaces in Figure 6.7 confirm
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that an AAZ of 0◦ is appropriate. The best fitting model is therefore a layer dipping at

70◦, with a dip direction of N85◦E (up-dip direction of 265◦). These parameters yield an

RMS of 5.0◦ and 0.12 s, for ϕ and δt, respectively. Layer thickness and olivine alignment

fraction had no effect on the pattern of the splitting parameters; the effect was limited

to a static shift of δt, and is therefore not well defined. What can be confidently con-

cluded is that SKS splitting resolves a significant amount of eastward dipping anisotropy

beneath southern Baffin Island. Such a dipping layer is consistent with recent findings

of eclogite rocks in the THO indicative of deep plate-scale subduction (Weller and St-

Onge, 2017). The observed direction and degree of anisotropic dip are not necessarily

unchanged since emplacement. More important that the specific values found in Figure

6.7 is the definitive existence of dipping anisotropy observed in this region but absent

elsewhere.The HP block results therefore provide compelling support for the hypothesis

that the Superior plate underthrust the Churchill plate in a modern-style plate tectonic

collision at ∼1.8 Ga.

6.4.3. Evidence for Lithospheric Subdivisions: Implications for the

Two-Plate THO Hypothesis

Splitting parameters for stations on Southampton Island (SI) are clearly distinguished

from the nearby Hudson Strait stations: ϕ varies sharply between 315◦ and 180◦ back-

azimuth at stations CRLN, SHWN, and SHMN, while CTSN can be explained easily by

a single, horizontal anisotropic layer (Figure 6.8). With no data points at backazimuths

≤180◦, the precise anisotropic model that would best explain the observations cannot

be determined. However, some possibilities may be discounted by observing that the

smoothly varying ϕ over 180◦ backazimuth (Figure 6.8) is uncharacteristic of a two-layer

model (which has a periodicity of 90◦); peak-to-peak variations of ϕ (∼135◦) are larger

than expected (≤90◦) for a dipping layer (Figures 6.4, 6.7). Further, the low metamor-
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Figure 6.7. (Top) Normalised RMS misfit surfaces for ϕ and δt combined. Left surface
sets olivine a-axis to 0◦ relative to dip direction. The parameters with lowest RMS misfit
are each kept constant individually in the next two surfaces. (Below) Modelled response
for the best fitting dip, a-axis orientation, and updip direction plotted against stacked
HP block splitting parameters.

phic grade of Southampton Island rocks indicates that SI has not undergone the same

deformation and uplift as the higher-grade rocks on southern Baffin Island (St-Onge

et al., 2009). Superior plate underthrusting, and a dipping layer, is therefore less likely

in this region.

A more plausible explanation for the Southampton Island observations could be lat-

eral variations in anisotropy due to a nearby terrane boundary. This interpretation is

in line with magnetotelluric evidence of a thickening resistive crust to the northeast of
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Southampton Island, which was interpreted as a potential terrane boundary by Spratt

et al. (2012b). Such a boundary could potentially be an extension of the Rae-Hearne

boundary (Snowbird Tectonic Zone: Figure 6.1), or an extension of the MISH block

beneath this region. Similar V p/V s ratios and metasedimentary rocks between SI and

mainland Rae (Thompson et al., 2010) support the former, while geological models by

Corrigan et al. (2009) support the latter.

Figure 6.8. Splitting parameters for the stacked Southampton Island stations and
nearby CTSN, in Hudson Strait. Both groups are stacked in backazimuth bins: 0-90◦,
90-180◦,180-285◦, 285-330◦, and 330-360◦.

While the nature of the boundary cannot be confirmed from these data, the extension

of the STZ onto Southampton Island is less likely than an influence from the MISH

block because of the similarity in ϕ between the Rae and the Hearne on the mainland

(Figure 6.1). Stations NUNN, WAGN, and QILN on the Rae mainland, and SEDN and

JOSN on the Hearne (Figure 6.1), parallel THO-related deformation rather than the SI

pattern shown in Figure 6.8. Therefore, Southampton Island is anisotropically distinct

both from the cratonic provinces (Rae/Hearne) to the north and the Hudson Strait to

the south. This strongly suggests that Southampton Island is part of a lithospheric block

separate from the Superior or the Churchill plates. My observations in this region thus

imply that the THO cannot be considered as a simple two-plate Proterozoic collision.
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6.4.4. Northerly Extent of the THO on Melville Peninsula

The north-central Rae domain is dominated by granite-greenstone rocks with Paleopro-

terozoic deformation zones, potentially having been reworked by far-field THO pressure

(Carson et al., 2004). With the notable exception of station BULN, the anisotropic

fabrics observed beneath stations on the central Rae craton in Figure 6.1 parallel these

surface structural trends. The average anisotropic fast direction for the Melville Penin-

sula stations LAIN, AP3N, and SRLN, is 34◦, the same orientation found for mantle-

depth geoelectric strike by Spratt et al. (2013) (Figure 6.9). Studies by Berman et al.

(2005) and Corrigan et al. (2009) also noted strong NE-SW geological trends in this

regions, and related them to Late Archean events followed by THO related deformation.

Stations MARN and PINU on northern Baffin Island display ϕ values that parallel the

Northeast Baffin Thrust Belt (Jackson and Berman, 2000), which is the western extent

of the Nagssugtoqidian orogen (NO) preserved in modern-day Greenland.

ILON and GIFN (Figure 6.10) have strongly varying fast direction, however, no mod-

elling of these stations is presented because of the lack of reliable results from 0-180◦

backazimuth. The peak-to-peak variation of ϕ for ILON/GIFN in Figure 6.10 precludes

the possibility of a dipping layer, and the data are not 90◦ periodic as expected for

two-layer systems (Figure 6.4). Although multi-layer anisotropy may exists here, data

coverage limits the discussion to the variable ϕ, and comparison with nearby, less vari-

able, stations. Stations GIFN and ILON lie between the two orogen-dominated regions

and display variable ϕ values that show influence from both (Figure 6.10). At southerly

backazimuths, ϕ values are close to those observed on the mainland of Melville Peninsula,

but significantly change to parallel the Baffin Island stations as backazimuth increases

to ∼300◦ (Figure 6.9). These stations represent a transect through deformation regimes,

and therefore mark the approximate limit of Proterozoic deformation both from the

south and the north. It is expected that orogenies of the size of the THO and the
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Figure 6.9. Geological map of Melville Peninsula and northern Baffin Island with SKS
splitting results. Dashed yellow bars indicate stacked ϕ and δt values, solid yellow bars
indicate unstacked individual measurements. Red bars are null measurements with 90◦

ambiguity. Legend is the same as Figure 6.1. THO, Trans-Hudson Orogen; NBTB,
Northeast Baffin Thrust Belt.

NO will overprint any previous anisotropic signature. This is consistent with the view

that fossil lithospheric anisotropy documents the last major tectonic event in a region

(Silver and Chan, 1991). This has been previously interpreted for Melville Peninsula

near ILON and GIFN (Berman et al., 2005; Spratt et al., 2013). These results indicate

a THO-related deformation zone ∼700 km wide, similar to the width of ≥650 km sug-

gested by Gilligan et al. (2016) across the northern Quebec-southern Baffin transect,
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and comparable to the 400 – 1000 km width of the modern-day Tibetan plateau.

Figure 6.10. Fast direction as a function of backazimuth showing similarities between
GIFN/ILON and two single-layer-interpreted regions at different backazimuths. Main-
land Melville stations are AP3N/LAIN/SRLN. Baffin Island stations are MARN/PINU.

6.4.5. Implications for 2-stage Keel Formation

Western Hudson Bay stations FCC and ARVN have wide backazimuthal coverage and

similar variations in ϕ and δt (Figure 6.11). For both stations ϕ varies from ∼45◦ to

∼20◦ but increases sharply around 270◦ backazimuth to ∼90◦. This pattern most closely

resembles the 90◦ periodicity of the 2-layer synthetic model in Figure 6.4. Station BULN

has a similar, but less clear, pattern of splitting parameters (see Appendix C). It po-

tentially warrants discussion as a multi-layer model also, but a relatively simple 2-layer

system is not capable of recreating the observations. The cratonic nucleus of the Rae

province grew by accreting terranes to its boundaries (Snyder et al., 2017). The vari-

ability of ϕ observed at BULN, which lies on one of these accreted terranes, could be

from complex anisotropic fabrics that are the remains of these Archean-age accretionary

processes, but nearby stations lack the backazimuthal coverage to corroborate this in-

terpretation.
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Figure 6.11. Fast direction as a function of back azimuth for both Western Hudson
Bay stations plotted together. Null measurements are dashed lines. The similarity is
such that the same structure can be interpreted beneath each.

Snyder et al. (2013) published receiver function results and anisotropic ϕ values for

a two-layer system for station FCC (Table 2 and Figure 8 of Snyder et al., 2013). I

used the receiver functions to define potential layer thicknesses for their ϕ values and

created a model with which to compare these data. This model has a ϕ of 31◦ overlying

79◦, with layer depths of 50 km and 130 km and is plotted as the solid line in Figure

6.11. The model periodicity qualitatively fits the data and supports the interpretation

of 2-layer anisotropy in this region. At backazimuths of ∼315◦, however, the data are

less well matched, indicating that the model may be too simplistic. Darbyshire et al.

(2013) showed that the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary in this region is at ∼240 km

depth; a value much deeper than the lower anisotropic layer used to produce the model

in Figure 6.11. Further, the similarity between the FCC and ARVN data in Figure 6.11

links the structure beneath these stations, thus precluding the Lynn Lake fault (local

to station FCC) from being the upper layer of anisotropy. A layered lithosphere model
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resulting from episodic cratonic development thus fits the observations better than one

requiring APM.

Cratonic regions are typically underlain by exceptionally thick (∼250 km) high wavespeed

lithospheric keels. The highly-depleted cratonic core obtains a thermally accreted, more

fertile boundary layer at some point after initial cratonic development, probably no ear-

lier than the Paleoproterozoic (Bao et al., 2016; Bastow et al., 2013; Boyce et al., 2016;

Yuan and Romanowicz , 2010). Support for this interpretation comes from studies such

as Yuan et al. (2011) and Darbyshire et al. (2013), which have found evidence for a

stratified lithosphere, cratonic and otherwise, in North America using SKS splitting,

long-period seismic wave inversion, and surface wave tomography. A variety of receiver

function and SKS splitting studies have also suggested the presence of a sharp change

in seismic velocity at mid-lithospheric depths in North America (e.g., Miller and Eaton,

2010; Yuan and Romanowicz , 2010). While my results do not support a simple two-layer

model for this region, they are consistent with the presence of multiple layers exhibiting

complex anisotropy and are therefore consistent with the presence of an MLD predicted

by the two-stage cratonic development theory.

6.4.6. SKS Delay Time and Lithospheric Age

There is evidence that old, cratonic cores have separate anisotropic character compared

to adjacent, younger terranes (e.g., Jaupart et al., 2014). This potential correlation be-

tween SKS splitting delay time and lithospheric age is best investigated from a global

perspective to mitigate local or regional splitting parameter variations.

To this end, the northern Canadian splits analysed throughout this chapter were

added to the global database of Wüstefeld et al. (2009). These splits were then organ-
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ised based on an estimate of the age of the lithosphere upon which the receivers were

placed. Determining lithospheric age can be difficult. Crustal age is often used as a

proxy, but it may not, of course, be accurate for the entirety of the lithosphere. It is

possible that the crust and mantle may not have developed simultaneously, and in some

places geochronological constraints are lacking altogether. Here I make use of the global

lithospheric age model of Poupinet and Shapiro (2009), which is based on an empirical

relationship between global shear wave velocity in the crust and mantle and lithospheric

composition. While it lacks regional resolution, this age model can be used effectively

for global datasets. All regions older than 2.0 Ga are plotted in Figure 6.12 with the

location of splits from the Wüstefeld et al. (2009) database. Splits located over regions

with greater than 40mm/yr plate velocity have been removed to eliminate the effect of

basal drag fabrics, as explained previously.

These data show a clear progression in the spread of observed delay times with age.

The maximum delay time and standard deviation of each group (indicated by the black

dots in the Figure 6.12 subplot) both show a decrease with age. The changing standard

deviation indicates the changes in delay time observations are not controlled by removing

a low number of outliers, but rather the character of the dataset itself. Intriguingly, there

is no evidence of a step-wise change in average delay time with age, but rather a gradual

increase moving from old to young terranes. Alternately, these observations may indicate

that as the Earth cooled through time, the processes that create the lithospheric-scale

anisotropy have slowly, but fundamentally changed, becoming more of a character that

produce larger δt as time advances. This is opposed to an increase in the occurrence

of unique events that create high δt splitting fabrics, which would amount to outliers

around a central, consistent distribution of δt, and thus an unchanging standard devia-

tion with time.
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Figure 6.12. SKS split measurements in the Wüstefeld et al. (2009) database organised
by lithospheric age (Poupinet and Shapiro, 2009). Subplot shows the spread of recorded
delay times, with colours matching the map. Grey data points represent all splits world-
wide from lithosphere younger than 2.0 Ga. Black dots indicate the standard deviation
in delay time for each age group.

These observations perhaps indicate a steady increase in plate thickness on the gradu-

ally cooling Earth. However, the temperature-age relationship might be more complex.

Increased temperature might encourage plates to deform, but smaller associated grain

sizes would mean diffusion creep which does not produce lattice preferred orientation

(LPO; Karato and Wu, 1993), might dominate. A hotter mantle will also anneal any

anisotropic fabrics that are produced more quickly. As the lithosphere cooled, dislocation
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creep deformation would have readily produced LPO fabrics.
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Conclusions

Upper mantle seismic wavespeed structure across northern Hudson Bay and surround-

ings has been investigated using both body wave tomography and shear-wave splitting

analysis. This study made use of a combined network of temporary and permanent

broadband seismograph stations that make up the most comprehensive network avail-

able in the region. Body wave tomography utilised up to 11 years of network recordings,

and up to 23 years of single-station SKS and SKKS phase recordings were available for

analysing anisotropy. By interpreting the results from the two complementary method-

ologies together, I have been able to draw fundamental conclusions concerning the nature

of the tectonic processes that characterised the Paleoproterozoic THO.

7.1. Southern Baffin Island

The tomographic models of Section 5.2 revealed low velocities to at least 250-300 km

depth, extending from the Hudson Strait beneath southern Baffin Island (Figure 5.2, A-

A*). The periodicity of ϕ and δt for stations in the same region are best explained by the

presence of widespread dipping anisotropy (Section 6.4.2, Figure 6.6). Together, these

results are interpreted most simply as evidence that compositionally distinct Proterozoic

material underthrust the Archean Churchill craton during the THO ∼1.8 Ga.
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7.2. Southampton Island

Variations in anisotropic fast direction ϕ with backazimuth for the stations on the island

are dramatic (Figure 6.8). They reveal a mantle anisotropy signature unique from the

Hudson Strait and THO to the east, and from the Churchill plate to the west (Figure

6.1). Seismic tomography with both P and S waves images a strong relative velocity

contrast at lithospheric depths beneath Southampton Island (Figure 5.2), as well. To-

gether, these independent results point to the presence of a micro-continent (Sugluk

block; Figure 1.2) caught between the colliding Churchill and Superior plates. My re-

sults are consistent with a complex collisional model and preclude a simple two-plate

system for the THO.

7.3. The Churchill Plate

There is strong evidence for at least two anisotropic layers in the lithosphere underlying

the Archean western coast of Hudson Bay (Figure 6.11). There is not enough backaz-

imuthal coverage to definitively interpret multiple layers at other stations in Archean

regions. Stations Proterozoic domains, such as CTSN (Figure 6.8) do have sufficient

backazimuthal coverage, but lack the abrupt changes to fast direction and 90◦ periodic-

ity of multi-layer anisotropy. The layered anisotropy is confined to the Archean regions,

whose keels are stratified and thus likely formed in stages (e.g., Yuan and Romanow-

icz , 2010). More broadly across the study area, however, anisotropic fast polarisation

directions parallel the strike of the Paleoproterozoic Trans Hudson Orogen (Figure 6.1),

implying that it imparted plate-scale anisotropic fabrics on the region at ∼1.8 Ga.

Low wavespeed anomalies observed beneath the mainland Rae at upper mantle depths

(Figures 5.1 and 5.2) are interpreted to be due to widespread metasomatism that im-
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planted the 1.85-1.81 Ga Hudson plutons. This conclusion corroborates interpretations

from Spratt et al. (2014) and Snyder et al. (2017) from the same region.

7.4. Network-Wide Findings

Slow wavespeeds are consistently imaged between the Superior and Churchill plates,

which have generally higher wavespeeds. This pattern is, to first-order, replicated in

both the P and S-wave full-network inversion models (Figures 5.2 and 5.1), and the

inversion results for each network subset (Figure 5.3).

The North American plate velocity of ∼2.2 cm/yr, is approximately half the ∼4 cm/yr

considered to be necessary to create a basal drag fabric (Figure 6.5; e.g., Debayle and Ri-

card , 2013; Martin-Short et al., 2015). Any widespread, first-order, anisotropic patterns

are therefore more likely to be due to fossil lithospheric fabrics. Plate-scale anisotropic

fabrics that approximately parallel the expression of the THO persist as far north as

Melville Peninsula (Figure 6.1), implying THO deformation was as laterally extensive

(∼700 km) as in the western Himalayas today.

7.5. Thesis Summary

The results presented in this thesis constitute the most ambitious study of upper man-

tle seismic structure to date beneath the northern Hudson Bay region. During relative

arrival-time analysis, I identified source-side influence associated with subduction-related

waveguides near Japan. I further show how this effect, while potentially problematic for

other datasets as well, can be mitigated against. I found no mantle seismic velocity or

anisotropic signature associated with the Snowbird Tectonic Zone, which marks loca-

tion of the pre-THO amalgamation of the Rae and Hearne domains. Beneath Archean
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domains in western Hudson Bay there is evidence for lithospheric layered anisotropy,

consistent with a two-stage keel formation model. This layering is absent below younger

terranes. Southampton Island, in north-central Hudson Bay, is distinct from the rest

of the THO both in terms of wavespeed and anisotropic character. This is consistent

with the idea that is it part of the co-called Sugluk block - a micro-plate swept up in

the broader THO collision. Low wavespeed anomalies were found beneath the Churchill

province and linked to regional crustal melting and metasomatism, probably spurred

by THO-related subduction. Wavespeed variations in the Hudson Strait, corroborated

by observations of backazimuthal variations in splitting parameters beneath southern

Baffin Island indicative of dipping fabrics, are consistent with underthrusting of the Su-

perior beneath the Churchill plate. In the same location that my results point towards

a subduction-related interpretation, ultrahigh-pressure metamorphic rocks indicative of

modern-style ‘cold’ subduction have been reported (Figure 1.7; Weller and St-Onge,

2017). It is not clear at this time how seismic velocity or anisotropic structure alone

may be used to distinguish between the modern-style ‘cold’ versus ‘hot’ subduction. The

potential seismic velocity differences that would manifest from the different processes are

likely too small to be detected with such a large scale technique, and there is not enough

known about the procedure of ‘hot’ subduction to predict diagnostic anisotropic pat-

terns. When combined with the geological findings, however, my geophysical results

constitute strong evidence that modern-style ‘cold’ plate tectonic activity was active at

least in some regions, if not globally, during the Paleoproterozoic.

This study has allowed for a more firmly grounded interpretation of the tectonic

assembly of Laurentia than ever before. By bringing Paleoproterozoic northern Hudson

Bay better into focus, the wider Earth conditions during its creation are more confidently

extrapolated, and important contextual pages can be filled within the early chapters of

Earth’s developing story.
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7.6. Future Directions

The SKS delay time/lithospheric age correlation explained in Section 6.4.6 points to

gradual changes in tectonic processes through time rather than step-wise changes. This

is consistent with the view that thinner plates on the younger, hotter Earth would have

deformed predominantly by diffusion creep, gradually transitioning to a dislocation creep

regime as the Earth cooled and its plates thickened. However, the dataset used to cre-

ate Figure 6.12 must be improved before conclusions about what the observations mean

for the development of Earth processes may be drawn. Currently, the age estimates in

Figure 6.12 are over-smoothed by the nature of the method used to create them. These

can be improved with the aid of local geological maps, especially in very old regions such

as South Africa and western Australia. A further test will be to organise the database

of splits based on estimated metamorphic grade (Brown, 2006), rather than lithospheric

age. This could determine if there is any anisotropic signature associated regions ex-

hibiting UHP metamorphism, and would be important in the debate over hot vs cold

subduction explained in Chapter 1 (Hawkesworth et al., 2016, 2017).

Pursuing joint-inversion of the relative arrival time results with any other geophysical

dataset, such as surface waves, receiver functions (after Gilligan et al. (2016)) or even

magnetotellurics is intriguing. The FMTOMO code is capable of modelling more com-

plex interfaces and structures, as well as joint inversions, so it would be natural to pursue

these paths to gain a more well-rounded and higher-dimensional view of the region. Fur-

ther expanding the dataset with other types of data could help bring into focus areas

that are less well-resolved such as the western Hudson Bay region, thus reducing the

problem of poor backazimuthal coverage in some areas, as well as the significant number

of relative arrival time residuals that were affected by source-side structure. However,

further analyses would be strictly better with absolute velocities instead so that the

qualifications and limitations inherent to relative arrival time studies are eliminated.
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I therefore feel that the natural next step is to place these results within the global

context by creating absolute arrival time models. Absolute time information can be

retrieved from the relative arrival time residuals analyses in Chapters 4 and 5 by fol-

lowing the Absolute Arrival-Time Recovery Method (AARM) of Boyce et al. (2017).

AARM calculates a source-specific time shift to previously calculated relative arrival-

time residuals through picking the first motion on stacked trace of unfiltered seismo-

grams. Subsequently, tomographic inversion of absolute delay times can be used to

retrieve absolute wavespeed anomalies. Critical to this step would be the use of a global

tomographic model, however, since all source-to-receiver information is included in the

absolute arrival-time dataset.
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A. Station Information

Name Latitude Longitude Elevation (m) Network Instrument

AKVQ 60.8080 -78.1912 0.01 PO CMG3ESP100s

AP3N 69.4586 -84.4616 0.40 PO CMG3ESP100s

ARVN 61.0976 -94.0701 -0.02 PO CMG3ESP100s

BULN 66.3971 -93.1252 0.33 PO CMG3ESP100s

CDKN 64.2348 -66.3440 650.00 PO CMG3ESP100s

CHIN 62.6367 -74.2360 42.00 X5 CMG-3T

CLRN 70.4743 -68.5871 9.00 CN CMG3ESP100s

CMBN 65.6861 -64.4481 289.00 PO CMG3ESP100s

CRLN 64.1888 -83.3478 66.00 X5 CMG-3T

CTSN 62.8518 -82.4846 41.00 X5 CMG-3T

DORN 64.2299 -76.5305 45.00 X5 CMG-3T

EUNU 80.0532 -86.4157 623.00 CN CMG-3T30s

FCC 58.7616 -94.0866 0.04 CN CMG-3T/5T32s

FRB (since 2006) 63.7469 -68.5451 25.00 CN CMG3T360s

FRB (1992-2006) 63.7469 -68.5451 25.00 CN STS-1

GIFN 69.9945 -81.6380 0.09 CN CMG3ESP100s

IGLN 69.3690 -81.8175 0.04 CN CMG3ESP100s

ILON 69.3712 -81.8242 0.05 CN CMG3ESP100s

INUQ 58.4509 -78.1186 0.01 PO CMG3ESP100s

Continued on next page
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Appendix A. Station Information

Table A.1 – Continued from previous page

Name Latitude Longitude Elevation Network Instrument

IVKQ 62.4184 -77.9113 0.00 PO CMG3ESP100s

JENN 64.0855 -67.1622 633.00 X5 CMG-3T

JOSN 63.1622 -91.5420 0.29 CN CMG-40T

KAJQ 58.6940 -65.9305 0.05 PO Trillium 120

KASO 53.5279 -88.6414 192.00 CN CMG3ESP100s

KIMN 62.8507 -69.8795 54.00 X5 CMG-3T

KJKQ 55.2769 -77.7455 0.02 PO Trillium 120

KNGQ 61.5849 -71.9483 0.05 PO Trillium 120

KRSQ 60.0220 -69.9911 0.13 PO Trillium 120

KUGN 68.0898 -90.0616 165.00 PO CMG3ESP100s

KUQ 58.1090 -68.4113 54.00 CN S-13 SP

LAIN 69.1086 -83.5360 0.32 PO CMG3ESP100s

LG4Q 53.6269 -74.0972 0.16 CN S-13 SP

MANN 62.2893 -79.5918 96.00 X5 CMG-3T

MARN 71.3263 -79.3736 178.00 X5 CMG-3T

MKVL 55.0923 -59.1841 0.079 PO Trillium 120

MNGN 64.6635 -72.4343 155.00 X5 CMG-3T

MRYN 71.3328 -79.3795 0.18 PO CMG3ESP100s

MUMO 52.6128 -90.3914 0.31 CN CMG3ESP100s

NANL 56.5371 -61.6884 0.03 PO Trillium 120

NOTN 63.2937 -78.1355 107.00 X5 CMG-3T

NSKO 52.1965 -87.9305 241.00 CN CMG3ESP100s

NUNN 65.2146 -91.0784 229.00 PO CMG3ESP100s

NWRL 53.5253 -60.1424 0.02 PO Trillium 120

Continued on next page
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Appendix A. Station Information

Table A.1 – Continued from previous page

Name Latitude Longitude Elevation Network Instrument

PINU 72.6971 -77.9748 0.03 CN CMG-3T30s

PNGN 66.1435 -65.7115 32.00 X5 CMG-3T

QILN 66.6532 -86.3709 0.09 CN CMG3ESP100s

RES 74.6892 -94.8962 0.01 CN CMG3T120s

SAKN 56.5359 -79.2323 0.01 CN Trillium 120

SCHQ 54.8324 -66.8332 497.50 CN CMG3T120s

SEDN 63.2502 -91.2081 0.12 PO CMG3ESP100s

SHMN 64.5767 -84.1145 281.00 X5 CMG-3T

SHWN 63.7751 -85.0887 96.00 X5 CMG-3T

SILO 54.4792 -84.9126 0.19 CN CMG3ESP100s

SMLN 68.5936 -91.9364 237.00 PO CMG3ESP100s

SNKN 56.5362 -79.2315 10.00 CN CMG3ESP100s

SNQN 56.5418 -79.2254 0.01 CN CMG3ESP100s

SRLN 68.5513 -83.3238 0.26 CN CMG3ESP100s

STLN 67.3116 -92.9849 0.20 PO CMG3ESP100s

TULEG 76.5374 -68.8237 38.00 DK STS-2

VIMO 52.8173 -83.7449 0.07 CN CMG3ESP100s

WAGN 65.8792 -89.4445 0.00 PO CMG3ESP100s

WBHL 52.9030 -66.8663 0.56 PO Trillium 120

WEMQ 53.0535 -77.9737 0.17 PO CMG3ESP100s

YBKN 64.3185 -96.0026 0.02 PO CMG3ESP100s

YOSQ 52.8666 -72.1998 649.00 PO CMG3ESP100s

YRTN 62.8102 -92.1095 0.00 CN CMG3ESP100s

Information from guralp.com, passcal.nmt.edu, and ds.iris.edu.
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B. Event Information

Information for all P and S-wave events used in this study for tomographic modelling. Events are labelled after event time,

YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.SS.

P-Wave Events

Date & Time Lat(◦) Long(◦) Depth

(km)

Date & Time Lat(◦) Long(◦) Depth

(km)

20060930124723.42 7.33 -34.65 10.0 20080311143710.29 52.17 -169.48 16.5

20071002180006.87 54.51 -161.70 32.0 20080313084107.38 43.06 146.52 52.9

20071008171037.15 43.51 146.70 55.3 20080314104532.58 47.56 154.16 26.4

20071025135002.62 46.01 154.22 10.0 20080320223257.93 35.49 81.46 10.0

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – Continued from previous page

Date & Time Lat(◦) Long(◦) Depth

(km)

Date & Time Lat(◦) Long(◦) Depth

(km)

20071025135003.73 46.06 154.18 14.2 20080324203907.63 -20.04 -68.96 120.0

20071114154050.53 -22.24 -69.89 40.0 20080326183334.06 46.42 152.97 16.6

20071116031300.12 -2.31 -77.83 122.9 20080412004628.23 43.87 147.50 64.4

20071118054009.05 -22.64 -66.26 216.4 20080415030304.66 13.56 -90.59 33.0

20071124050206.80 -23.77 -69.01 92.1 20080415225951.50 51.85 -179.36 11.0

20071126135139.80 37.39 141.58 42.4 20080416191936.27 39.02 140.00 166.0

20071129190019.96 14.99 -61.22 147.3 20080429052604.68 41.45 142.03 46.7

20071219093027.93 51.36 -179.50 34.0 20080502013337.24 51.86 -177.52 14.0

20071229225802.21 52.21 -168.14 15.8 20080507160202.60 36.17 141.54 19.0

20080204170131.28 -20.18 -69.94 42.8 20080507161636.19 36.15 141.75 23.3

20080208093814.10 10.67 -41.89 9.0 20080512094224.86 31.52 104.09 10.0

20080214100922.72 36.50 21.67 29.0 20080512200850.43 31.41 103.88 21.7

20080214120855.79 36.34 21.86 28.0 20080513070708.50 30.89 103.19 9.0

20080216144511.69 -21.34 -68.38 130.1 20080516052547.32 31.35 103.35 3.0

20080227065420.61 26.81 142.43 15.0 20080517170825.48 32.24 104.98 9.0

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – Continued from previous page

Date & Time Lat(◦) Long(◦) Depth

(km)

Date & Time Lat(◦) Long(◦) Depth

(km)

20080301185126.62 53.88 159.29 112.3 20080520135335.64 51.16 178.75 27.0

20080301195159.31 -20.25 -69.94 36.6 20080523193534.78 7.31 -34.89 8.0

20080523193534.94 7.31 -34.89 9.0 20080719023928.70 37.55 142.21 22.0

20080523193535.50 7.35 -34.89 10.0 20080721113029.28 37.18 142.05 22.0

20080524192042.49 4.33 -73.76 8.9 20080723152619.95 39.80 141.46 108.0

20080525082148.71 32.57 105.42 10.0 20080724014316.14 50.96 157.58 27.0

20080525082149.61 32.60 105.37 14.0 20080724070930.09 32.74 105.54 10.0

20080527083751.51 32.71 105.54 10.0 20080725002922.97 51.27 178.98 21.0

20080529154600.84 63.95 -20.98 10.0 20080801083243.77 32.08 104.72 10.4

20080604170307.40 41.52 139.03 210.1 20080805094917.26 32.75 105.49 6.0

20080604170307.45 41.53 139.04 212.6 20080825132158.82 30.90 83.52 12.0

20080610100458.08 33.18 91.96 10.0 20080826210036.61 -7.64 -74.37 154.0

20080613234345.36 39.03 140.88 7.8 20080903112514.45 -26.73 -63.22 569.6

20080614002011.95 38.88 140.67 6.4 20080913093201.49 4.79 -75.51 132.9

20080617174209.67 5.00 -82.65 10.0 20081011104014.06 19.16 -64.83 23.0

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – Continued from previous page

Date & Time Lat(◦) Long(◦) Depth

(km)

Date & Time Lat(◦) Long(◦) Depth

(km)

20080623123212.53 46.48 153.26 10.0 20081012205541.46 -20.12 -64.97 352.7

20080629205303.17 45.09 137.41 308.8 20081026012856.06 36.49 70.68 210.0

20080705021204.48 53.88 152.88 632.8 20090115174939.07 46.85 155.15 36.0

20080706010008.83 45.35 151.04 22.0 20090131215152.18 36.71 141.14 34.0

20080706090824.70 45.28 151.10 44.8 20090202175321.80 -13.58 -76.55 21.0

20080708074210.73 27.53 128.33 43.0 20090215092431.70 40.23 142.23 33.0

20080708091307.46 -15.98 -71.74 123.0 20090215100449.31 -5.85 -80.89 21.0

20080717225155.32 44.37 -129.41 10.0 20090216231638.50 37.13 20.78 15.0

20090228003556.70 42.61 142.10 105.0 20090519173502.60 25.25 37.76 15.5

20090307143304.91 41.79 143.69 32.7 20090521123355.67 36.26 77.53 99.3

20090311172436.61 8.50 -83.21 14.0 20090522192418.50 18.11 -98.45 62.3

20090311210358.98 8.49 -83.20 17.0 20090605033033.06 41.82 143.44 29.0

20090326173514.30 -5.72 -81.33 10.0 20090606055243.30 35.48 140.91 34.0

20090326191959.56 27.41 126.70 159.5 20090606203328.83 23.86 -46.10 14.0

20090330071307.28 56.54 -152.74 21.0 20090608051314.68 15.79 -86.86 10.0

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – Continued from previous page

Date & Time Lat(◦) Long(◦) Depth

(km)

Date & Time Lat(◦) Long(◦) Depth

(km)

20090405093626.24 32.00 131.41 26.0 20090613171739.17 44.72 78.82 19.2

20090407042333.15 46.04 151.54 31.0 20090622192805.16 61.93 -150.70 64.6

20090417020808.71 -19.58 -70.48 25.0 20090623073717.57 38.85 142.38 37.0

20090417145158.68 46.16 151.70 49.1 20090701093010.41 34.16 25.47 19.0

20090418191758.93 46.01 151.42 35.0 20090704064935.51 9.59 -78.96 38.0

20090421052611.52 50.83 155.00 152.0 20090706145312.24 50.43 176.99 22.0

20090427164628.57 17.03 -99.44 35.0 20090706223505.61 24.88 128.10 16.9

20090428112118.77 42.65 144.95 14.7 20090712061247.33 -15.04 -70.44 198.9

20090430100426.88 27.74 61.42 69.0 20090724031156.83 31.15 85.90 13.4

20090502021912.47 54.53 -161.52 9.4 20090809105555.11 33.16 137.94 292.0

20090503162146.44 14.61 -91.20 113.9 20090809105556.28 33.14 138.05 302.2

20090508212229.91 58.12 164.25 8.7 20090828015206.64 37.69 95.71 13.0

20090509193433.22 36.54 142.63 26.6 20090831101530.85 37.63 95.87 11.2

20090510011606.96 1.39 -85.16 6.0 20090903132618.24 31.17 130.18 167.2

20091007053837.28 52.15 178.05 138.4 20100308094710.58 19.35 144.75 446.9

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – Continued from previous page

Date & Time Lat(◦) Long(◦) Depth

(km)

Date & Time Lat(◦) Long(◦) Depth

(km)

20091015174821.89 3.27 -103.82 10.0 20100313124626.38 37.59 141.29 76.7

20091022195127.52 36.51 70.95 185.9 20100314080803.96 37.74 141.59 32.0

20091029174432.11 36.38 70.76 213.9 20100319093039.54 54.49 110.10 10.3

20091113030557.22 -19.39 -70.32 27.0 20100322195814.61 18.49 120.84 44.4

20091126190811.36 13.51 -89.90 56.8 20100324020611.27 32.46 92.79 10.9

20091210023052.69 53.41 152.75 656.2 20100411220812.79 36.96 -3.54 609.8

20100125225246.51 -8.49 -74.46 146.7 20100414012515.58 33.19 96.44 7.6

20100128080414.25 -23.35 -66.71 208.4 20100426025952.26 22.24 123.81 23.2

20100206044458.40 46.83 152.73 30.0 20100517220347.59 46.29 152.01 72.9

20100209004740.70 15.89 -96.86 39.8 20100519041542.63 -5.12 -77.49 129.0

20100218011319.51 42.58 130.70 577.7 20100520221630.70 9.24 -84.30 21.0

20100222052104.94 24.12 122.93 29.2 20100523224652.05 -13.92 -74.35 101.4

20100226010758.21 23.78 122.81 37.2 20100524161829.09 -8.08 -71.55 581.2

20100226203126.97 25.93 128.42 25.0 20100526085308.03 25.77 129.94 10.0

20100227154537.00 -24.87 -65.60 10.0 20100704215551.98 39.69 142.36 27.0

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – Continued from previous page

Date & Time Lat(◦) Long(◦) Depth

(km)

Date & Time Lat(◦) Long(◦) Depth

(km)

20100227232112.55 35.94 70.07 99.7 20100717060742.78 -24.78 -70.01 51.1

20100304001851.29 22.91 120.79 21.0 20100725125701.36 49.70 154.63 130.0

20100304223926.53 -22.22 -68.32 114.0 20100730035613.71 52.49 159.84 23.0

20100308023234.71 38.86 39.98 12.0 20100810055037.54 39.40 143.14 22.4

20100308023235.04 38.78 40.04 12.2 20100812115415.58 -1.26 -77.30 206.7

20100815021038.39 53.55 160.12 40.3

20100822093308.52 19.48 147.38 36.5

20100922080014.32 -13.39 -76.07 50.0

20110311113639.10 39.27 142.52 12.0

20110314061236.20 37.80 142.50 14.0

20110316035202.90 35.74 140.70 10.0

20110322150346.40 35.78 141.57 16.0

20110603000502.50 37.28 143.91 25.0

20110710005710.91 38.04 143.25 23.0
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S-Wave Events

Date & Time Lat(◦) Long(◦) Depth

(km)

Date & Time Lat(◦) Long(◦) Depth

(km)

20061001090602.53 46.46 153.20 20.7 20080502013337.24 51.86 -177.52 14.0

20061013134739.23 46.28 153.22 3.2 20080507160202.60 36.17 141.54 19.0

20061020104857.80 -13.49 -76.66 34.3 20080507161636.19 36.15 141.75 23.3

20061119185733.82 -4.61 -104.68 10.0 20080509215129.73 12.51 143.18 76.0

20070309032242.94 43.22 133.51 441.4 20080523193534.78 7.31 -34.89 8.0

20070313025901.34 26.13 -110.63 10.0 20080524192042.49 4.33 -73.76 8.9

20071002180006.87 54.51 -161.70 32.0 20080525191824.38 55.90 -153.50 20.0

20071025135002.62 46.01 154.22 10.0 20080604170307.45 41.53 139.04 212.6

20071116031300.12 -2.31 -77.83 122.9 20080623123212.53 46.48 153.26 10.0

20071129190019.65 14.97 -61.26 147.5 20080705021204.48 53.88 152.88 632.8

20080106051420.18 37.21 22.69 75.0 20080706090820.15 45.38 150.95 10.0

20080208093814.10 10.67 -41.89 9.0 20080708091307.46 -15.98 -71.74 123.0

20080214100922.72 36.50 21.67 29.0 20080719023928.70 37.55 142.21 22.0

20080214120855.79 36.34 21.86 28.0 20080721113029.28 37.18 142.05 22.0

20080220182706.00 36.28 21.77 9.9 20080723152619.95 39.80 141.46 108.0

Continued on next page
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Table B.2 – Continued from previous page

Date & Time Lat(◦) Long(◦) Depth

(km)

Date & Time Lat(◦) Long(◦) Depth

(km)

20080306093843.44 51.52 156.54 134.4 20080724014316.14 50.96 157.58 27.0

20080320223257.93 35.49 81.46 10.0 20080826210036.61 -7.64 -74.37 154.0

20080322212411.27 52.17 -178.71 132.0 20080903112514.45 -26.73 -63.22 569.6

20080416191936.27 39.02 140.00 166.0 20080911002050.92 41.89 143.75 25.0

20080418203907.14 -17.34 -179.02 553.8 20080924023305.22 17.60 -105.50 10.0

20080429052604.68 41.45 142.03 46.7 20081124090258.76 54.20 154.32 492.3

20090330071307.28 56.54 -152.74 21.0 20100411220812.79 36.96 -3.54 609.8

20090407042333.15 46.04 151.54 31.0 20100426025951.00 22.18 123.63 14.7

20090418191758.93 46.01 151.42 35.0 20100704215551.98 39.69 142.36 27.0

20090421052611.52 50.83 155.00 152.0 20100710053943.08 14.00 145.02 136.0

20090502021912.47 54.53 -161.52 9.4 20100710114332.79 11.14 145.99 13.0

20090510011606.96 1.39 -85.16 6.0 20100718130409.41 -5.96 150.42 28.0

20090528082445.08 16.72 -86.23 10.0 20100721091604.42 3.03 128.22 100.0

20090605033033.06 41.82 143.44 29.0 20100723231510.19 6.77 123.25 640.6

20090606203328.83 23.86 -46.10 14.0 20100724053501.06 6.21 123.51 553.0

Continued on next page
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Table B.2 – Continued from previous page

Date & Time Lat(◦) Long(◦) Depth

(km)

Date & Time Lat(◦) Long(◦) Depth

(km)

20090701093010.41 34.16 25.47 19.0 20100725033917.41 -15.06 -173.54 7.0

20090704064935.51 9.59 -78.96 38.0 20100730035613.71 52.49 159.84 23.0

20090706145312.24 50.43 176.99 22.0 20100812115415.58 -1.26 -77.30 206.7

20090713180501.42 24.05 122.20 17.0 20110311113639.10 39.27 142.52 12.0

20090809105555.11 33.16 137.94 292.0 20110710005710.91 38.05 143.30 24.7

20090809105555.61 33.16 137.94 292.0 20110822112336.50 36.10 141.84 25.0

20090817101055.73 23.42 123.52 10.0 20110824174611.56 -7.62 -74.53 149.3

20090910024650.35 48.31 154.19 36.0 20110902105554.99 52.10 -171.71 46.0

20091007053837.28 52.15 178.05 138.4 20111021080237.62 43.87 142.53 189.0

20091210023052.69 53.41 152.75 656.2 20111023104122.01 38.72 43.44 7.6

20100218011319.51 42.58 130.70 577.7 20120402173642.50 16.37 -98.46 16.3

20100314080803.96 37.74 141.59 32.0 20120624031501.28 57.60 163.19 10.0

20110902134710.70 -28.41 -63.13 592.7

20110905095200.82 -15.24 -173.55 34.6

20110915080008.90 36.26 141.43 24.3

Continued on next page
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Table B.2 – Continued from previous page

Date & Time Lat(◦) Long(◦) Depth

(km)

Date & Time Lat(◦) Long(◦) Depth

(km)

20110916192640.73 40.29 142.92 29.7
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C. SKS Splitting Data

Individual event-station pair splitting parameters. Events are labelled after event time,

YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.SSS. BAZ stands for backazimuth and subscript ‘E’ indicates

error.

Station Event Time BAZ Phase ϕ(◦) ϕE(◦) δt δtE

AKVQ 20090817101055.730 340.07 SKS NULL – – –

AKVQ 20091004105800.950 329.77 SKKS -70.00 8.25 0.80 0.06

AKVQ 20100710114332.790 315.96 SKS 81.00 9.50 0.85 0.14

AP3N 20060807221855.540 281.01 SKS 39.00 11.75 0.47 0.12

AP3N 20060825004446.530 164.08 SKS 37.00 7.75 0.78 0.07

AP3N 20080509215129.730 313.78 SKS NULL – – –

AP3N 20080903112514.450 160.95 SKS 22.00 7.00 0.90 0.07

AP3N 20091004105800.950 324.72 SKS NULL – – –

AP3N 20100712001121.250 164.96 SKS 29.00 9.75 0.80 0.08

AP3N 20100718130409.410 301.51 SKS NULL – – –

AP3N 20100723231510.190 331.87 SKS NULL – – –

AP3N 20100729073156.240 331.86 SKS NULL – – –

AP3N 20110620163601.000 164.88 SKS 42.00 8.50 0.75 0.09

ARVN 20080418203907.140 257.13 SKS 48.00 5.25 0.75 0.03

ARVN 20080509215129.730 304.59 SKS -90.00 9.25 0.70 0.06
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Appendix C. SKS Splitting Data

ARVN 20100316022158.050 163.23 SKS 28.00 4.75 1.45 0.11

ARVN 20100723220811.250 320.97 SKS NULL – – –

ARVN 20100729073156.240 321.10 SKS NULL – – –

ARVN 20110118202323.480 19.19 SKS 45.00 4.25 1.08 0.09

ARVN 20110207195344.160 284.92 SKS 60.00 4.75 0.90 0.04

ARVN 20110418130302.600 248.67 SKKS 32.00 8.50 0.55 0.06

ARVN 20110418130302.600 248.67 SKS 25.00 12.75 0.65 0.09

ARVN 20110905175512.930 346.64 SKS 61.00 4.75 1.62 0.14

ARVN 20110915193103.160 255.20 SKS 38.00 12.75 0.78 0.19

ARVN 20120202133441.010 268.75 SKS 49.00 4.75 1.23 0.07

ARVN 20120428100807.220 252.76 SKS 57.00 5.25 1.27 0.18

ARVN 20120623043453.180 346.75 SKS 56.00 5.75 1.30 0.12

ARVN 20120706022822.190 270.25 SKS 43.00 12.00 0.82 0.11

B1NU 20010109164929.000 294.16 SKS 59.00 7.25 0.70 0.08

B1NU 20010428044951.920 277.47 SKS 11.00 3.25 0.95 0.11

B1NU 20020630212936.650 279.33 SKS 32.00 11.75 0.62 0.10

BULN 20060825004446.530 156.30 SKS 59.00 1.50 1.08 0.07

BULN 20080509215129.730 305.64 SKS -66.00 2.00 1.27 0.09

BULN 20080903112514.450 153.39 SKS 36.00 10.50 0.70 0.14

BULN 20091004105800.950 315.87 SKS -52.00 8.00 0.70 0.14

BULN 20100316022158.050 163.70 SKS 67.00 4.25 1.52 0.21

BULN 20100723231510.190 322.90 SKS 88.00 14.00 0.45 0.10

BULN 20100810052344.980 270.79 SKS NULL – – –

BULN 20110207195344.160 287.23 SKS 57.00 11.50 0.65 0.09

BULN 20110613143121.900 318.63 SKS -55.00 5.75 1.02 0.19

BULN 20110902134710.700 153.65 SKS 59.00 4.25 1.08 0.20

BULN 20110905175512.930 348.15 SKS NULL – – –
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CDKN 20090902081910.990 7.56 SKS -40.00 11.25 0.75 0.11

CDKN 20091024150424.625 340.54 SKS -57.00 9.50 0.93 0.08

CDKN 20091024144044.770 340.49 SKS -84.00 5.00 0.85 0.12

CDKN 20100815150929.240 320.74 SKS -86.00 7.75 1.55 0.14

CHIN 20090903195106.960 10.12 SKS -44.00 10.50 1.15 0.23

CHIN 20090921085305.910 12.72 SKS -49.00 11.00 1.88 0.30

CHIN 20091004105800.170 341.41 SKS -66.00 5.00 1.38 0.09

CLRN 20110613143121.900 344.32 SKS 85.00 5.25 1.33 0.11

CMBN 20091004105800.950 344.53 SKS -25.00 6.50 1.05 0.26

CMBN 20091024144044.770 342.92 SKS NULL – – –

CRLN 20070906175126.190 336.82 SKS -61.00 16.75 0.57 0.17

CRLN 20080903112514.450 162.07 SKS 5.00 7.00 1.20 0.20

CRLN 20090404053155.480 328.00 SKS -45.00 14.50 0.78 0.17

CRLN 20091004105800.170 332.24 SKS -72.00 14.00 0.53 0.14

CRLN 20100417231522.020 303.89 SKS 72.00 6.25 1.12 0.06

CRLN 20100426025952.150 335.13 SKS -68.00 9.75 0.98 0.22

CRLN 20100710053943.080 313.35 SKS -86.00 9.75 0.98 0.16

CRLN 20100710114332.790 311.51 SKS -88.00 5.50 0.80 0.06

CRLN 20100723225111.840 332.08 SKS -77.00 14.50 0.53 0.18

CRLN 20100729073156.240 332.36 SKS -62.00 7.00 0.65 0.06

CTSN 20070928133857.880 318.83 SKS 53.00 1.25 1.77 0.29

CTSN 20071209072820.820 261.76 SKS 24.00 11.25 0.85 0.17

CTSN 20080509215129.730 315.27 SKS 52.00 3.50 1.52 0.38

CTSN 20080603162050.380 288.97 SKKS 35.00 4.00 1.77 0.15

CTSN 20090817000549.030 336.28 SKS NULL – – –

CTSN 20090817101056.500 336.25 SKS NULL – – –

CTSN 20090818212047.550 262.47 SKKS 52.00 9.00 1.02 0.11
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Appendix C. SKS Splitting Data

CTSN 20090818212047.550 262.47 SKS 53.00 9.00 0.82 0.08

CTSN 20091004105800.170 332.93 SKS NULL – – –

CTSN 20100503230944.790 172.75 SKS 51.00 12.75 0.88 0.18

CTSN 20100531195145.870 4.13 SKS 38.00 13.00 0.88 0.19

CTSN 20100710114332.790 312.19 SKS 57.00 2.50 1.25 0.18

CTSN 20100723225111.840 332.77 SKS NULL – – –

DORN 20070928133857.880 324.08 SKS -77.00 3.25 1.18 0.05

DORN 20071031033015.960 320.76 SKS 89.00 3.00 1.00 0.06

DORN 20071209072820.820 267.64 SKS NULL – – –

DORN 20080509215129.730 320.97 SKS -90.00 5.25 1.35 0.11

FCC 19940309232804.840 255.80 SKS 44.00 6.50 0.82 0.08

FCC 19940429071129.280 153.09 SKS -1.00 14.00 0.65 0.18

FCC 19950629122402.910 265.14 SKS 46.00 8.00 0.73 0.08

FCC 19960317144857.230 269.52 SKS 56.00 6.75 1.00 0.11

FCC 19960715165125.040 305.11 SKS 82.00 14.75 0.82 0.11

FCC 19970423194429.880 303.51 SKS -90.00 11.75 0.95 0.17

FCC 19970525232232.820 249.00 SKS 54.00 3.75 1.20 0.14

FCC 20000504203629.740 255.91 SKS 35.00 8.50 1.18 0.11

FCC 20000614021528.010 254.33 SKS 38.00 9.50 0.62 0.09

FCC 20000621162508.220 303.56 SKS 88.00 11.25 0.60 0.12

FCC 20010428044951.920 254.51 SKS 54.00 3.75 1.05 0.09

FCC 20010526105724.500 254.03 SKS 46.00 4.50 1.08 0.08

FCC 20011105230710.890 256.73 SKS 58.00 3.00 1.38 0.08

FCC 20020809133104.000 254.73 SKS 41.00 4.75 1.02 0.07

FCC 20020819110102.330 254.59 SKS 42.00 2.75 0.78 0.04

FCC 20040125114310.380 252.86 SKS 42.00 15.25 0.95 0.23

FCC 20040715042713.330 256.21 SKS 26.00 9.75 0.73 0.09
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FCC 20041015040849.620 326.87 SKS NULL – – –

FCC 20050205033425.350 303.48 SKS 80.00 5.50 0.75 0.03

FCC 20050205122318.850 319.96 SKS NULL – – –

FCC 20051015155107.570 326.54 SKS NULL – – –

FCC 20060202124843.880 255.74 SKS 33.00 8.75 1.58 0.16

FCC 20060807221855.540 268.46 SKS 50.00 3.75 0.73 0.04

FCC 20080418203907.140 256.62 SKS 52.00 10.50 1.08 0.20

FCC 20090713180501.420 327.22 SKS NULL – – –

FCC 20090817101055.730 325.87 SKS NULL – – –

FCC 20100724053501.060 320.21 SKS NULL – – –

FCC 20110118202323.480 19.17 SKS 52.00 6.50 0.93 0.07

FCC 20110729074222.560 254.02 SKS 24.00 11.75 0.88 0.13

FCC 20110905095200.820 253.18 SKKS 18.00 9.75 1.43 0.22

FCC 20110905175512.930 346.35 SKS 25.00 13.75 0.55 0.11

FCC 20110915193103.160 254.53 SKS 25.00 13.25 0.70 0.13

FCC 20120706022822.190 269.53 SKS 37.00 9.50 0.78 0.10

FCC 20130707183530.800 287.04 SKS 74.00 7.25 0.50 0.06

FCC 20130828025441.290 251.80 SKS 48.00 3.75 0.98 0.06

FCC 20130928073406.450 18.12 SKS 54.00 10.00 0.85 0.11

FCC 20140823223223.320 161.03 SKS 23.00 15.75 0.65 0.14

FCC 20141101185722.380 254.30 SKS 35.00 8.25 0.88 0.09

FCC 20150227134505.370 316.05 SKS NULL – – –

FCC 20150407004621.830 252.95 SKS 50.00 8.75 1.30 0.29

FCC 20150426070910.670 359.91 SKS 49.00 4.50 0.90 0.06

FCC 20150512070519.730 359.86 SKS 57.00 15.75 0.62 0.28

FCC 20150612110708.040 252.51 SKKS 32.00 12.00 0.70 0.14

FCC 20151020215202.560 269.45 SKS 53.00 11.25 0.70 0.11
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FCC 20160103230522.270 352.93 SKKS 30.00 10.25 0.85 0.10

FCC 20160103230522.270 352.93 SKS 43.00 12.75 0.73 0.17

FCC 20160413135517.800 351.68 SKS 38.00 5.00 0.78 0.06

FCC 20160527040843.950 254.42 SKS 18.00 6.25 0.73 0.06

FCC 20160729211826.510 305.05 SKS 82.00 9.75 0.90 0.09

FCC 20160924210715.790 252.84 SKS 29.00 15.00 1.02 0.24

FCC 20160924212841.700 254.65 SKS 52.00 12.25 0.95 0.26

FCC 20170110061347.250 320.53 SKKS NULL – – –

FCC 20170224172844.870 253.18 SKS 42.00 5.50 0.75 0.09

FCC 20170713033609.860 287.27 SKS 84.00 8.50 0.95 0.19

FRB 19940309232804.840 279.75 SKS 80.00 5.25 0.88 0.16

FRB 19940808210831.090 14.74 SKS -55.00 3.50 1.15 0.17

FRB 19950506015907.040 14.63 SKS -54.00 5.25 0.95 0.18

FRB 19950629122402.910 290.76 SKS 84.00 8.50 0.82 0.11

FRB 19960715165125.040 327.85 SKS -81.00 7.00 0.65 0.05

FRB 19970423194429.880 327.21 SKS 89.00 9.50 0.78 0.16

FRB 19970521141028.120 290.33 SKS 74.00 8.50 0.73 0.07

FRB 19970529171134.000 207.71 SKS 69.00 8.75 0.73 0.08

FRB 19980329194812.970 280.42 SKS 84.00 13.50 1.00 0.27

FRB 19980729071424.990 182.28 SKS 31.00 9.50 0.80 0.16

FRB 19990517100758.520 313.73 SKS -79.00 7.50 0.62 0.04

FRB 19991210183828.480 203.49 SKS 68.00 5.00 1.12 0.05

FRB 20000226081148.480 327.29 SKS -60.00 4.00 0.85 0.03

FRB 20000423170117.290 175.05 SKS 48.00 6.00 0.55 0.04

FRB 20000506134414.680 298.47 SKS -78.00 8.00 0.90 0.19

FRB 20000614021528.010 278.90 SKS -88.00 3.00 1.48 0.11

FRB 20000621162508.220 327.25 SKS -82.00 3.25 0.85 0.03
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FRB 20010428044951.920 278.31 SKS 85.00 3.75 1.12 0.15

FRB 20020630212936.650 279.69 SKS 83.00 1.50 0.98 0.04

FRB 20020809133104.000 278.39 SKS -87.00 2.25 1.30 0.09

FRB 20020819110102.330 278.76 SKS -87.00 2.25 1.43 0.16

FRB 20030513212114.080 293.43 SKS 89.00 6.75 1.10 0.16

FRB 20030727020411.200 276.38 SKS 87.00 7.00 1.27 0.24

FRB 20070928133857.640 331.22 SKS -89.00 3.75 0.90 0.08

FRB 20080509215129.730 328.55 SKS 80.00 6.00 1.00 0.21

FRB 20090713180501.420 350.18 SKS -61.00 15.00 0.68 0.16

FRB 20091004105800.950 340.11 SKKS -78.00 4.00 1.15 0.12

FRB 20100316022158.050 183.97 SKS 49.00 14.25 0.65 0.14

FRB 20100426025951.000 348.70 SKS -61.00 10.50 0.70 0.11

FRB 20151020215202.560 294.98 SKS -80.00 6.25 1.05 0.14

FRB 20160413135517.800 15.26 SKS -55.00 10.50 1.02 0.34

FRB 20160428193324.070 294.35 SKKS -73.00 3.75 2.30 0.28

FRB 20160527040843.950 278.48 SKS 87.00 4.50 0.82 0.16

FRB 20160725172650.220 181.76 SKS 73.00 10.75 0.75 0.17

FRB 20160729211826.510 327.80 SKS -86.00 12.50 0.65 0.15

FRB 20160804162433.530 332.50 SKS 88.00 10.00 1.05 0.24

FRB 20170224172844.870 277.30 SKS 81.00 10.00 0.93 0.27

FRB 20170509135210.990 295.04 SKS 84.00 13.75 0.80 0.18

FRB 20070130215939.824 329.17 SKS 86.00 3.50 1.25 0.11

FRB 20060807224225.900 294.05 SKS 76.00 9.25 0.60 0.06

GIFN 20060825004446.530 166.64 SKS 9.00 7.00 0.95 0.19

GIFN 20080903112514.450 163.45 SKS 5.00 3.75 1.60 0.11

GIFN 20091004105800.950 327.57 SKS -40.00 4.00 0.70 0.16

GIFN 20100712001121.250 167.56 SKS 5.00 3.25 1.20 0.13
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GIFN 20110620163601.000 167.50 SKS 9.00 4.00 1.33 0.19

GIFN 20110729074222.560 269.37 SKS NULL – – –

IGLN 20040907115304.530 165.87 SKS 15.00 11.75 1.02 0.26

ILON 20060807221855.540 283.52 SKS -69.00 5.00 1.10 0.24

ILON 20060825004446.530 166.48 SKS 25.00 6.25 0.70 0.06

ILON 20080509215129.730 316.27 SKS NULL – – –

ILON 20080903112514.450 163.31 SKS 42.00 7.75 0.73 0.04

ILON 20091004105800.950 327.32 SKS NULL – – –

ILON 20100710053943.080 314.91 SKS -41.00 5.25 1.08 0.23

ILON 20100712001121.250 167.39 SKS 39.00 9.00 0.68 0.07

ILON 20100729073156.240 334.50 SKS NULL – – –

ILON 20110902134710.700 163.42 SKS 5.00 7.25 1.38 0.26

ILON 20110905175512.930 0.19 SKS NULL – – –

ILON 20120826150537.080 330.10 SKS NULL – – –

ILON 20140413123619.230 290.76 SKKS NULL – – –

ILON 20140413123619.230 290.76 SKS NULL – – –

ILON 20140823223223.320 171.06 SKS 10.00 3.00 1.15 0.08

ILON 20161120205743.980 168.67 SKS 30.00 8.75 0.95 0.11

ILON 20161206220333.390 2.08 SKS NULL – – –

ILON 20161208173846.380 291.75 SKS NULL – – –

ILON 20170110061347.250 334.83 SKS NULL – – –

ILON 20170224172844.870 267.83 SKS 52.00 18.00 0.55 0.19

ILON 20170415081943.400 167.07 SKS 34.00 14.00 0.78 0.20

ILON 20170424213830.840 171.60 SKS 33.00 7.50 0.68 0.08

ILON 20170428202317.260 332.47 SKS NULL – – –

ILON 20170509135210.990 284.42 SKS -88.00 5.50 0.57 0.08

ILON 20170520010614.230 334.21 SKS NULL – – –
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INUQ 20070614174105.310 303.16 SKKS -82.00 9.25 0.95 0.11

INUQ 20070928133857.640 322.59 SKS 67.00 1.75 0.82 0.09

INUQ 20090817101055.730 340.06 SKS NULL – – –

INUQ 20110729074222.560 266.96 SKKS 22.00 3.50 1.27 0.12

INUQ 20111108025908.670 338.89 SKS NULL – – –

IVKQ 20070928133857.640 322.83 SKS 80.00 13.00 0.80 0.17

IVKQ 20080903112514.450 166.90 SKS -84.00 1.75 1.00 0.07

JENN 20110221105752.410 279.82 SKS 68.00 14.50 0.70 0.18

JOSN 20080509215129.730 306.98 SKS 67.00 9.00 0.95 0.12

JOSN 20091024144044.770 312.56 SKS 52.00 8.00 1.10 0.24

KAJQ 20150530112302.110 336.79 SKS 78.00 1.50 1.52 0.22

KAJQ 20160103230522.270 18.56 SKS NULL – – –

KASO 20051015155107.570 331.05 SKS 85.00 3.50 1.15 0.06

KASO 20060707072612.440 256.84 SKS NULL – – –

KASO 20070928133857.640 313.49 SKS -82.00 3.50 1.27 0.06

KASO 20080805094917.260 348.11 SKS -78.00 6.75 0.77 0.11

KIMN 20070928133857.880 330.04 SKS -46.00 11.50 0.78 0.14

KIMN 20080509215129.730 327.18 SKKS -83.00 5.00 0.95 0.15

KIMN 20080509215129.730 327.18 SKS -32.00 7.50 1.08 0.23

KIMN 20080601015723.690 349.38 SKS -9.00 4.25 0.88 0.22

KIMN 20080615011311.930 279.42 SKS -70.00 2.50 1.48 0.14

KIMN 20090921085305.910 16.56 SKS -52.00 4.25 1.10 0.19

KJKQ 20110905175512.930 5.00 SKKS 65.00 3.75 1.90 0.19

KJKQ 20130816023105.750 255.14 PKS 62.00 5.75 0.72 0.24

KJKQ 20140413123619.230 288.98 SKKS 69.00 9.75 0.77 0.11

KJKQ 20140413123619.230 288.98 SKS 85.00 7.75 1.25 0.24

KJKQ 20140623191915.940 259.32 SKS NULL – – –
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KJKQ 20140630195532.390 328.30 SKS NULL – – –

KJKQ 20141101185722.380 266.47 SKKS 33.00 3.50 1.02 0.03

KNGQ 20111108025908.670 344.32 SKS -61.00 11.75 1.30 0.26

KNGQ 20120609210018.070 347.07 SKS -82.00 9.00 1.72 0.17

KNGQ 20150420014258.380 346.97 SKS -61.00 6.50 1.20 0.14

KNGQ 20150512070519.730 19.37 SKS NULL – – –

KNGQ 20160103230522.270 13.08 SKS -46.00 13.50 0.62 0.18

KRSQ 20111108025908.670 346.04 SKS NULL – – –

KUGN 20091004105800.950 319.06 SKS NULL – – –

KUGN 20110613143121.900 322.00 SKS NULL – – –

KUGN 20110729074222.560 260.80 SKS NULL – – –

KUGN 20120428100807.220 257.91 SKS NULL – – –

LAIN 20080509215129.730 314.65 SKS NULL – – –

LAIN 20080903112514.450 161.79 SKS 31.00 6.00 0.93 0.06

LAIN 20091004105800.950 325.60 SKS NULL – – –

LAIN 20100712001121.250 165.81 SKS 27.00 6.25 0.88 0.05

LAIN 20100723231510.190 332.76 SKS NULL – – –

LAIN 20110613143121.900 328.77 SKS NULL – – –

LAIN 20110716002612.360 170.25 SKS 28.00 5.25 1.05 0.07

MANN 20070928133857.880 321.39 SKS 76.00 7.50 0.82 0.11

MANN 20071031033015.960 317.97 SKS -89.00 12.00 0.80 0.10

MANN 20080601015723.690 340.25 SKS -21.00 5.75 0.85 0.14

MANN 20080603162050.380 291.51 SKKS 54.00 11.00 0.95 0.19

MANN 20090903195106.960 5.24 SKS 73.00 5.25 1.18 0.17

MANN 20091024144043.720 325.09 SKS 70.00 12.25 0.73 0.14

MANN 20100311145527.510 173.52 SKS NULL – – –

MANN 20080531232724.000 208.34 SKS -84.00 9.00 1.12 0.19
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MARN 20091004105800.170 336.99 SKS -61.00 2.25 1.18 0.02

MARN 20091108194143.360 340.11 SKS -67.00 10.50 0.90 0.09

MARN 20100531195145.870 7.08 SKKS -45.00 4.25 1.35 0.09

MARN 20100531195145.870 7.08 SKS -45.00 11.75 0.90 0.19

MARN 20100721091604.420 331.58 SKS -61.00 3.50 1.02 0.06

MARN 20100723220811.250 336.96 SKS -60.00 3.50 1.08 0.05

MARN 20100723225111.840 336.86 SKS -58.00 1.75 1.15 0.03

MARN 20100723225112.450 336.87 SKS -58.00 2.75 1.15 0.04

MARN 20100723231510.190 337.12 SKS -52.00 12.25 1.02 0.17

MARN 20100724053501.060 336.79 SKS -52.00 6.75 1.12 0.14

MARN 20100729073156.240 337.13 SKS -62.00 3.00 1.10 0.04

MARN 20100729073156.840 337.10 SKKS -75.00 11.50 1.35 0.21

MARN 20100729073156.840 337.10 SKS -61.00 4.00 1.10 0.06

MARN 20110613143121.900 333.31 SKS -62.00 2.25 1.05 0.03

MNGN 20070808170457.840 359.87 SKS NULL – – –

MNGN 20070808170504.920 0.17 SKS NULL – – –

MNGN 20070820134617.410 339.26 SKS 90.00 2.50 1.05 0.08

MNGN 20070928133857.880 327.75 SKS -84.00 6.00 1.20 0.09

MNGN 20070930020830.170 321.93 SKS -78.00 9.50 1.18 0.09

MNGN 20071031033015.960 324.49 SKS -76.00 8.50 1.30 0.12

MNGN 20071209072820.820 271.57 SKS NULL – – –

MNGN 20080509215129.730 324.90 SKS -79.00 11.00 1.05 0.14

MNGN 20080601015723.690 347.02 SKS -80.00 6.00 0.90 0.14

MNGN 20080615011311.930 277.86 SKS -81.00 2.50 1.70 0.12

MNGN 20081116170232.700 344.15 SKKS -82.00 5.00 1.73 0.18

MNGN 20090404053155.480 339.29 SKS -85.00 9.25 1.12 0.23

MNGN 20090713180501.420 346.64 SKS -85.00 5.75 1.35 0.21
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MNGN 20090817000549.030 345.40 SKS -90.00 4.75 1.30 0.26

MNGN 20091004105800.170 343.49 SKS 82.00 2.50 1.73 0.16

MNGN 20091024144043.720 333.74 SKS 73.00 2.75 1.20 0.12

MNGN 20100417231522.020 315.23 SKS -74.00 10.25 1.20 0.11

MNGN 20100426025952.150 345.13 SKS -86.00 1.75 1.25 0.07

MNGN 20100710114332.790 321.85 SKS -73.00 15.25 0.93 0.15

MNGN 20100723225111.840 343.35 SKS -77.00 8.75 0.60 0.10

MNGN 20100723225112.450 343.36 SKS -77.00 10.75 0.60 0.11

MNGN 20100804071533.510 316.12 SKS -86.00 7.50 1.12 0.06

MNGN 20100804071534.090 316.12 SKS -87.00 8.00 1.12 0.06

MRYN 20120826150537.080 332.85 SKKS -70.00 4.50 1.40 0.07

MRYN 20120826150537.080 332.85 SKS -65.00 2.50 1.10 0.04

MUMO 20040423015030.140 315.80 SKS 80.00 8.75 1.12 0.13

MUMO 20040715042710.850 257.67 SKS 71.00 1.50 1.92 0.15

MUMO 20040715042713.330 257.82 SKS 71.00 2.00 1.95 0.23

MUMO 20040722094515.480 325.37 SKS 82.00 4.75 1.32 0.11

MUMO 20040906124258.890 145.16 SKS -85.00 11.75 0.70 0.11

MUMO 20050205033425.350 306.30 SKS 89.00 5.50 1.42 0.10

MUMO 20050205122318.850 322.08 SKKS 86.00 2.75 1.65 0.06

MUMO 20050205122318.850 322.08 SKS 85.00 3.75 1.67 0.09

MUMO 20050302104209.350 309.61 SKKS 88.00 8.00 1.65 0.11

MUMO 20051015155107.570 329.49 SKS -79.00 5.00 0.80 0.04

MUMO 20060628210210.740 29.94 SKS 71.00 6.75 0.95 0.08

MUMO 20070928133857.640 312.03 SKS 81.00 3.25 1.32 0.04

MUMO 20080509215129.730 306.94 SKKS -83.00 4.75 1.27 0.09

MUMO 20080509215129.730 306.94 SKS -85.00 5.75 1.20 0.10

NANL 20140823223223.320 188.21 SKS -19.00 13.00 0.82 0.10
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NOTN 20070928133857.880 322.67 SKS -87.00 6.50 1.45 0.21

NOTN 20070930020830.170 316.34 SKS -82.00 5.00 1.43 0.08

NOTN 20071031033015.960 319.30 SKS -90.00 9.25 1.18 0.26

NOTN 20080225083633.030 2.17 SKS -90.00 2.00 2.45 0.20

NOTN 20080509215129.730 319.38 SKS 83.00 6.50 1.65 0.28

NOTN 20080601015723.690 341.65 SKS -82.00 2.25 1.45 0.11

NOTN 20080603162050.380 293.30 SKKS -87.00 6.00 1.68 0.12

NOTN 20080903112514.450 166.70 SKS NULL – – –

NUNN 20080509215129.730 307.49 SKS -75.00 10.50 0.93 0.19

NUNN 20100710114332.790 304.43 SKS 82.00 4.50 0.88 0.03

NUNN 20100714083221.490 165.63 SKS NULL – – –

PINU 20050205122318.850 338.27 SKS -89.00 7.75 0.75 0.09

PINU 20050519015451.490 5.15 SKS NULL – – –

PINU 20050705015203.120 5.08 SKS NULL – – –

PNGN 20080903112514.450 177.77 SKS -69.00 7.50 0.55 0.16

PNGN 20090103194350.650 339.72 SKKS -66.00 14.50 0.73 0.19

PNGN 20090817000549.030 351.55 SKS -70.00 2.75 1.05 0.08

PNGN 20091004105800.170 350.56 SKS -25.00 14.00 0.65 0.19

PNGN 20100710053943.080 330.02 SKS -51.00 7.00 1.15 0.17

PNGN 20100723225111.840 350.43 SKS -59.00 13.75 0.55 0.14

QILN 20041126022500.440 314.67 SKS 60.00 3.75 1.58 0.28

QILN 20060825004446.530 162.39 SKS 41.00 11.25 0.80 0.14

QILN 20080509215129.730 311.90 SKS -88.00 12.25 0.75 0.09

QILN 20100710053943.080 310.65 SKS 78.00 11.50 1.08 0.21

QILN 20100721091604.420 323.81 SKS 73.00 10.00 1.02 0.26

QILN 20100724053501.060 329.27 SKS NULL – – –

SCHQ 20100909072801.720 185.26 SKS 23.00 2.50 0.98 0.04
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SEDN 20060825004446.530 158.04 SKS NULL – – –

SEDN 20070421071248.320 293.34 SKS 67.00 9.50 0.85 0.06

SEDN 20100710053943.080 306.17 SKS -90.00 9.00 0.80 0.09

SEDN 20100710114332.790 304.21 SKS 84.00 6.75 0.82 0.06

SEDN 20100718130409.410 293.17 SKS 90.00 5.75 1.18 0.12

SEDN 20100723220811.250 324.17 SKS NULL – – –

SEDN 20110716170639.090 315.55 SKS 67.00 10.00 0.93 0.21

SEDN 20110915193103.160 258.29 SKS NULL – – –

SEDN 20120325223706.560 164.26 SKS 63.00 8.75 0.68 0.22

SEDN 20120706022822.190 273.47 SKS 26.00 10.25 0.60 0.16

SHMN 20070928010149.180 275.37 SKS 53.00 4.75 1.38 0.10

SHMN 20070930020830.170 310.86 SKS -75.00 12.75 0.70 0.11

SHMN 20090404053155.480 327.29 SKS -41.00 13.50 1.02 0.25

SHMN 20090614055843.270 328.11 SKS -77.00 6.50 0.75 0.09

SHMN 20090713180501.420 336.09 SKS -49.00 12.75 0.80 0.12

SHWN 20070902010518.150 282.14 SKS NULL – – –

SHWN 20071209072820.820 259.94 SKS NULL – – –

SHWN 20080601015723.690 335.21 SKS -52.00 8.75 0.45 0.09

SHWN 20080903112514.450 160.54 SKS 0.00 3.75 1.38 0.14

SILO 20041015040849.620 334.72 SKS NULL – – –

SILO 20050205122318.850 328.28 SKKS 62.00 6.25 0.67 0.16

SILO 20050205122318.850 328.28 SKS 62.00 5.75 0.67 0.15

SILO 20050419014656.090 322.81 SKS -75.00 17.50 0.42 0.17

SILO 20051015155107.570 334.35 SKS NULL – – –

SILO 20060707072612.440 259.94 SKS NULL – – –

SILO 20090713180501.420 335.09 SKS NULL – – –

SMLN 20110905175512.930 349.55 SKS -9.00 6.75 0.98 0.18
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SMLN 20120321221505.590 298.17 SKS NULL – – –

SNKN 20110905095200.820 265.00 SKS NULL – – –

SNKN 20110915193103.160 265.82 SKS NULL – – –

SNQN 20080509215129.730 317.54 SKS NULL – – –

SRLN 20060331211445.810 329.11 SKS NULL – – –

SRLN 20060807221855.540 281.75 SKS 39.00 3.75 0.75 0.09

SRLN 20060825004446.530 165.13 SKS 42.00 14.25 0.73 0.16

SRLN 20080509215129.730 314.83 SKS NULL – – –

SRLN 20080903112514.450 162.00 SKS 45.00 4.00 0.85 0.05

STLN 20060825004446.530 156.41 SKS 14.00 11.25 0.65 0.09

STLN 20080903112514.450 153.47 SKS -9.00 6.00 1.12 0.11

STLN 20120428100807.220 255.08 SKS NULL – – –

TULEG 20100718130409.410 319.02 SKS 46.00 1.00 2.45 0.07

TULEG 20100723231510.190 347.92 SKS -23.00 9.50 0.82 0.20

TULEG 20100725033917.410 280.80 SKS NULL – – –

VIMO 20040125114310.380 259.98 SKS NULL – – –

VIMO 20050205122318.850 329.08 SKKS 77.00 9.75 0.80 0.22

VIMO 20060807221855.540 274.84 SKS 90.00 4.25 1.02 0.21

VIMO 20110118202323.480 28.05 SKS 61.00 8.25 0.77 0.09

VIMO 20111108025908.670 333.86 SKS -90.00 14.75 0.45 0.13

VIMO 20120623043453.180 358.01 SKS NULL – – –

VIMO 20130514003225.900 313.85 SKS -78.00 11.75 0.67 0.14

VIMO 20140413123619.230 282.58 SKKS NULL – – –

VIMO 20141101185722.380 260.88 SKKS 39.00 9.00 0.67 0.07

WAGN 20060825004446.530 159.62 SKS 35.00 9.25 1.05 0.21

WAGN 20080509215129.730 309.02 SKS 55.00 3.50 1.58 0.33

WAGN 20100426025951.000 329.60 SKS NULL – – –
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WAGN 20100710114332.790 305.96 SKS 56.00 2.25 1.45 0.09

WAGN 20110902134710.700 156.88 SKKS 40.00 7.75 1.12 0.16

WAGN 20110902134710.700 156.88 SKS 31.00 5.00 0.98 0.09

WAGN 20120703103615.520 256.69 PKS 46.00 8.50 1.02 0.13

WAGN 20120706022822.190 275.96 SKS 41.00 9.00 1.33 0.24

WEMQ 20080805094917.260 357.07 SKS 3.00 4.75 0.98 0.14

WEMQ 20120826150537.080 330.66 SKKS NULL – – –

WEMQ 20120826150537.080 330.66 SKS NULL – – –

WEMQ 20130816023105.750 253.04 PKS NULL – – –

YBKN 20110418130302.600 248.71 SKKS -26.00 9.25 0.60 0.14

YBKN 20110613143121.900 315.35 SKS NULL – – –

YBKN 20120325223706.560 160.27 SKS NULL – – –

YBKN 20120428100807.220 251.75 SKS NULL – – –

C.1. Fast Direction vs Backazimuth

Fast direction and delay time vs backazimuth plots for stations shown in Figure 1.

Null measurements are dashed lines with diamonds at the parallel/perpendicular to

backazimuth points.
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